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Abstract. In an exogenous-growth economy with overlapping generations we
analyse local stability of a balanced growth equilibrium (bge) with respect to
endowment perturbations, interpreted as transfers. We show that generically
in the space of parameters equilibria around bge are locally unique and are lo-
cally di!erentiable functions of endowments, with derivatives given by kernels.
Further, those equilibria are stable in the sense that the e!ects of temporary
changes decay exponentially fast at ±!.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation. Our ultimate objective is to provide, in [9], an example (of the
model analysed in [11]) that the relative utilitarian welfare function is di!erentiable
at a (competitive) equilibrium of an exogenously growing economy with overlap-
ping generations (og), when viewed as a map from individual (consumption) en-
dowments at birth. This will establish non-vacuity of the main result in [13]. The
non-vacuity result holds for a generic set of parameters of the economy.
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This paper lays the groundwork, by establishing the corresponding di!erentiabil-
ity and stability results for the equilibria themselves. It applies an extension of the
implicit function theorem (1) to the equilibrium equation system of the og model
analysed in [11] (with Cobb-Douglas production). The definition and properties of
Lp,q spaces introduced in [12] are extensively used.

It provides a template for extending Debreu’s regularity result to such economies,
and in addition, a stability result of the following form: if perturbations have a
bounded support, the corresponding equilibria converge exponentially back to the
unperturbed equilibrium at ±!.

App. B contains a bird’s-eye view, suggestive of the generality of our approach.

1.2. Some related literature. It is traditional that og models are prone to in-
determinacy [8, 5], even in the presence of capital accumulation [14]; the reason we
avoid this might be that we use for time the more natural real line.

Analysis of regularity of infinite economies with a finite number of consumers
[2, 15]1 is based on extensions of Sard’s theorem, that are not applicable here. We
use instead Wiener’s theorem on the spectrum of convolution operators to assure
the generic invertibility of the derivative of the equilibrium map required by the
implicit function theorem.

1.3. A guide for an impatient reader. Part 2 contains the system of equilibrium
equations that characterise interior equilibria of the overlapping generations model
described and analysed in [11]: roughly speaking, given an exogenous endowment
E (a locally integrable function specifying transfers (taxes) to each individual of
each age), an equilibrium (intensive) capital path, k, should satisfy the system

F (k,E) = !(k,E)" k = 0

where ! is defined in prop. 7. The main results, in section 11, provide regularity
(existence, uniqueness, di!erentiability) and stability properties of ! that maps
endowment E from a neighbourhood of zero into all equilibrium components in a
neighbourhood of the chosen bge. In particular, this implies that one can calcu-
late the derivative of, say, capital with respect to the endowment perturbation at
a given bge

!#
k(#E) = "

!$F
$k

""1
#
$F

$E
(#E)

The argument proceeds in several steps.

Step 1. Di!erentiability of ! and hence of F .

Section 7 contains the result using the notion of di!erentiability from section 4
for the spaces of functions defined and characterised in section 2.

Step 2. Invertibility of "F
"k at a bge.

Section 8 establishes the generic (in the parameter space) invertibility of the
derivative. This amounts to checking that 1 is not in the spectrum of the operator
""
"k at a bge, i.e., that generically Fourier transform of the operator does not return
1. (See figures 1-8 for the graphs of the spectra for some bge of the model.) The
calculation is relatively simple since the derivative of ! at a bge, is, basically, a
convolution operator (lemma 20).

Step 3. The Speed (exponential rates) of Convergence.

Characterised in section 9, the range (") of the rates of convergence of equilib-
rium variables (as a result of the perturbation) back to the bge for some bge is
illustrated in figures 9-16.

1The latter also contains a detailed overview of the literature.
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Step 4. Regularity and Stability.

See section 11 (based on the statements in section 10). Perhaps, the most sur-
prising result is the (uniform over ") Lipschitz property of the derivative, thm. 1.i,
allowing to establish exponential convergence of two non-bge equilibria in the neigh-
bourhood of a bge to each other (thm. 1.iii), i.e., the stability result, cf. section 11.2.

Part 1. Concepts and Tools

2. The spaces L!p,q and Wiener’s theorem

Notation 2.1. For a function X on a (subset of a) group let X̄(x) = X("x). From
here on the underlying group is n.

For µ$M , its Fourier transform (ft) #µ(%)=
$
ei#tµ(dt) (#g for g $L1). !µ & '=#µ#',

so the ft is an injective algebra homomorphism of norm 1 from M to C!.
Lp,q, Cp, M , are defined in [12, def. 1]; LX

p,q(G) will be used for functions from
a group G to a Banach space X ; X or G being omitted when clear from the con-
text. As shown in [12, thm. 2.ii], convolution turns M into a commutative Banach
algebra (of convolution operators) on all Lp,q and Cp. The Banach algebra (Wiener
algebra) W is the subspace of M spanned by L1 and (0, the unit mass at 0.

For " $ n, )! is the multiplication operator by e$!,t% on functions of t $ n

to a vector space; i.e., )!(f) = [t %& e$!,t%f(t)], so "& )! is a group isomorphism.
)! acts also on measures µ by ()!(µ))(dt) = e$!,t%µ(dt). L!p

def
= )"!(Lp), with

'f'!p
def
= ')!(f)'p. Similarly for Lp,q, Cp, M , and W .

Lemma 1. Denote by '$ the convolution with '.

(i) For ' $ M!, next diagram commutes:

L!p,q
%!

""""& L!p,q%%&&"

%%&&"

Lp,q
&"(%)

!

""""& Lp,q

(ii) For µ, ' $ M!, µ$# '$= (µ & ')$ on all L!p,q.

(iii) '' & f'!p,q ( '''!'f'!p,q.
(iv) M! injects with algebra homomorphisms of norm 1 into the operator al-

gebras on all L!p,q and C!p ; and )! : M! & M is an algebra-isomorphism.

(v) 'fg'!1+!2
p,q ( 'f'!1

p1,q1'g'
!2
p2,q2 for 1

p1
+ 1

p2
= 1

p , 1
q1

+ 1
q2

= 1
q

Proof. i is clear. ii follows by juxtaposing 2 such diagrams, convolution being well
defined on M! ([12, def. 3]). iii and v follow from the case " = 0 ([12, theorems 2.ii
and 1.xiii]), and iv from ii and iii. !

Proposition 1. Let f : & be Lebesgue-measurable and J = {" | f $ L!1}.
Then J is connected; denote its interior by J&. Let, for )(z) $ J , h(z) =

$
eztf(t)dt,

so h is analytic for )(z) $ J&, and let D = {)(z) $ J | h(z) = 1}. D is closed
in J , and D * J& discrete. For any connected component " of J\D, f " 1 has a
convolution inverse g " 1 in

'
!W

!, and
$
eztg(t)dt = h̄(z)

def
= 1

1" 1
h(z)

for )(z) $ ".

Remark 1. There can be several distinct sets " with di!erent convolution inverses
g " 1 in each (cor. 2), as illustrated in app. A (and by Figs. 9–16).

Proof. J is connected: for any " $ ["1,"2] e! ( e!1 + e!2 , so with "i $ J ,$
e!t|f(t)|dt (

$
(e!1t + e!2t)|f(t)|dt < !, so f $ L!1 .

Observe that h(z) is analytic on )(z) $ J&, since the integral under |eztf(t)|dt of
the power series of eat converges absolutely for su"ciently small |a|.

Next we show that h(" + i%) converges when % & ±! uniformly to 0 for "
in compact subsets of J . Indeed, this compact subset can be taken as an interval
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["1,"2]; with *(t) = e!1t+e!2t, approximate now *f up to + in L1 by *,, where ,
is a linear combination of indicator functions of intervals: so it su"ces to prove the
claim when f is such an indicator function, where it results e.g. by direct calculation.

The same proves also continuity of h, so h is bounded on compact subsets of J .
By continuity, R = {z | )(z) $ J, h(z) = 1} is closed in {z | )(z) $ J}, and, by

the above uniform convergence on compact subsets, the projection to J is proper
(compact sets have compact inverse images), so D is closed in J . The analyticity of
h implies that {z $ R | )(z) $ J&} is discrete, thus so is D*J&, again by properness.

By lemma 1.i, to compute the inverse of f " 1 in W!, map everything to W
(= W 0), and use there Wiener’s theorem [7, thm. 32 p. 340],2 that, for )!(f) = r $
L1, 1" r is invertible in W i! #r does not take the value 1 (i.e., 1 /$ the closure of
{#r(%)}, since #r $ C0). Then the inverse must be of the form 1" r#, with ft’s #r and
#r# satisfying #r# = 1

1"1/r̂ ; the inverse of f"1 in W! is then g!"1 with g! = )"!(r#).
By definition, h(" + i%) = ")!(f)(%) = #r(%). So, 1 " r is invertible i! h(z) += 1

for )(z) = ", with as inverse 1 " r# where #r#(%) = h̄(" + i%). Now, since
g! = )"!(r#), Parseval’s formula [6, II.2] yields, for * $ K,

$
*(t)g!(t)dt =$

*(t)e"!tr#(t)dt = 1
2'

$
h̄(" + i%)

($
*(t)e"(!+i#)tdt

)
d%. The bracket is integrable

in % and h̄ bounded. Let now r#T (t) = 1
2'

$ T
"T e

"(!+i#)th̄(" + i%)d%; then we get$
*(t)r#T (t)dt = 1

2'

$ T
"T h̄(" + i%)

($
*(t)e"(!+i#)tdt

)
d%; by the integrability of the

integrand this converges for T & ! to our previous formula for
$
*(t)g!(t)dt: so

r#T & g! in K'.
For "1,"2 $ "*J&, the integrand in r#T , e"zth̄(z), is analytic for "1 ( )(z) ( "2,

so r#T at "1 and "2 di!ers by
$ !2

!1
e"(x"iT )th̄(x"iT )dx "

$ !2

!1
e"(x+iT )th̄(x+iT )dx. h̄

converges, as h, uniformly for " $ ["1,"2] to 0 when % & !, so each of those 2 in-
tegrals is bounded in norm by |"1""2|emax |!1t|,|!2t|o(T ). By the dominated conver-
gence theorem, this bound for the di!erence of the r#T remains valid ,"1,"2 $ ". It
tends to 0 in K'as T & !. So g!, the limit in K', is independent of " $ "; call it g:
g $

'
!L

!
1 , and r# = )!(g), #r#(%) = h̄("+i%) -

$
eztg(t)dt = h̄(z) for )(z) $ ". !

Corollary 1. For " $ J\", g /$ L!1 .

Proof. Else let "0 be the smallest interval containing " and ": g $ *!0L
!
1 , and f

too; so (1 " f) & (1 " g) = 1 yields (1 " h)(1 " h̄) = 1, which is impossible when
h(z) = 1, h̄ being finite. Thus "0 *D = ., contradiction. !

Corollary 2. The inverses g in 2 di!erent connected components " di!er.

Remark 2. L!, as a Banach algebra under multiplication, turns all L!p,q spaces and
their finite intersections into L!-modules, and the operator norm on L! induced
by any of those equals the L!-norm. The same holds for C! and the C!p spaces.
In particular, with A = {(", p, q) | 1 ( p, q ( !}, and any A, the Banach families
L! with the '·'!p,q and C! with '·'!p satisfy as Banach-algebras all conditions of
[10, cor. 2].

3. Kernels

Proposition 2. (i) The operator norm of a measurable function k as a con-
volution operator on L!! * L! equals max{'k'!1 , 'k'1}.

(ii) The '·'S-norm of any operator on the pair (L!, L!! *L!) is convex in ".

Proof. (ii): Let , be the operator. Let ','! be the operator norm of , on L!!*L!.
Since the norm equals max{','0, ','!}, su"ces to prove convexity of ','! on +

(hence dually on "), and we can assume ','0 < !. Thus , is an operator on

2The theorem also states that W is inverse-closed in (Lp, Lp).
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L!, and since 'f'L"
!(L!

= 'max(1, e!t)f(t)'!, we get, with h!(t) = min(1, e"!t),

','! = sup)g)!*1 ess sups max(1, e!s)|,s(h!g)|.

So ','! = sup)g)!*1 supn ess sups max(1,min(n, e!s))|,s(h!g)|, hence, using a
strong (i.e., that is the identity on bounded continuous functions, for the max term
to factor out) lifting -, we can replace the ess sup by a sup: ','! = sup)g)!*1 supn
sups max(1,min(n, e!s))|(-s # ,)(h!g)| = sups max(1, e!s) sup)g)!*1(-s # ,)(h!g).

Now, -s # , $ L'
! (i.e., is a “finitely additive measure”), say µs, and h! / 0.

Thus sup)g)!*1(-s #,)(h
!g) = sup)g)!*1 µs(h!g) = 's(h!), where 's = |µs| is the

absolute value of µs, i.e., 's $ (L'
!)+.

Hence ','! = sups max(1, e!s)'s(h!). Now, since we consider " $ +, 's(h!) =
's( t*0) + 's( t>0e"!t), so e!s's(h!) = 's( t*0)e!s + 's( t>0e!(s"t)), and both
are clearly convex in ", as positive linear combinations of exponentials. Thus so is
','!, as a sup of convex functions.

(i): By the same argument (without liftings) as above for ','!, we get for
the operator norm 'k' = sups max(1, e!s)(|k| & h!)s, = sups

$
|k(t)|max(1, e!s)

min(1, e"!(s"t))dt = sups
$
|k(t)|e[!s]

+"[!(s"t)]+dt. Now, the exponent is increas-
ing to "t when "s / 0, s & !, and to 0 when "s ( 0, s & !, so by the monotone
convergence theorem 'k' = max{

$
|k(t)|e!tdt,

$
|k(t)|dt}. !

Lemma 2. For a topological space T , and a .-finite measure ' on the Baire .-field
of T , let k: T & L1(') be bounded, continuous, and have values in a separa-
ble subspace of L1('). If 1 " k is invertible in (C!, C!), the inverse is of the
same form 1 " h, where h is also bounded and continuous to L1('). h and k can
be chosen jointly (Baire-)measurable; then h is the unique solution of h(x, ·) =
"k(x, ·) +

$
h(t, ·)k(x, t)'(dt) '-a.e. s.t. x %& h(x, t)'(dt) is weak*-continuous and

bounded. The same holds for the equation h(x, ·) = "k(x, ·) +
$
k(t, ·)h(x, t)'(dt).

Proof. Replace ' by an equivalent finite measure. The inverse must be a bounded
weak*-continuous map µ from X to C!0. Since k has values in a separable subspace
of L1('), [4] implies that it has, for some separable sub-.-algebra of the Baire
.-field, a jointly measurable version k(x, t)'(dt). Then (1 " k)µ = 1 becomes$
µ(t, ·)((x(t) " k(x, t)'(dt)) = (x, i.e., µ(x, ·) = (x +

$
µ(t, ·)k(x, t)'(dt). Let / =$

µ(t, ·)'(dt), viewed as a measure on the Stone space X of T (the space of characters
of C!): the measures in the right hand integral are for all x absolutely continuous
w.r.t. /, so one can write µ(x, dz) = (x " l(x, z)/(dz), where again l(x, ·) is norm-
continuous and bounded to L1(/), µ being bounded. The separability asumption
on k implies that, for some sequence xn, the k(xn, ·) are dense in the set of all
k(x, ·) in L1('). Thus the l(x, z)/(dz) lie again in a separable subspace of L1(/);
since such a subspace is generated by a separable sub-.-algebra, one can choose
by [4] l to be jointly Baire measurable. In terms of l, the equation for µ becomes
l(x, z)/(dz) = "k(x, z)'(dz)+

*$
k(x, t)l(t, z)'(dt)

+
/(dz), where now ' is also viewed

as a measure on X , and k and l are extended in an arbitrary Baire-measurable
way to X 1 X , but still the equation holds only for x $ T . There is a use of
Fubini’s theorem for the last term; since k and l are jointly measurable, it just
needs

$
|k(x, t)| |l(t, z)| '(dt)/(dz) < !. Since l is bounded to L1(/) and k to L1('),

this holds. This equation for l is an equality of 2 measures: so if one kills the
singular part of / w.r.t. ', the equality is still satisfied; thus, let /a denote the
non-singular part of / w.r.t. ', then µa(x, dz)

def
= (x " l(x, z)/a(dz) is also a (right)-

inverse of 1"k, since the continuity and boundedness of l implies that x %& µa(x, ·)
is weakly-continuous and bounded. By the uniqueness of the inverse, one has thus
µ = µa. With f a density of /a w.r.t. ' and h(x, z) = l(x, z)f(z) one has thus
h jointly measurable, µ(x, dz) = (x " h(x, z)'(dz), x %& h(x, ·) is bounded and
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continuous to L1('), and h is the solution of the equation ,x, h(x, z) = "k(x, z) +$
k(x, t)h(t, z)'(dt) '(dz)-a.e.
For the uniqueness statement: x %& h(x, t)'(dt) weak*-continuous and bounded

ensures µ $ (C!, C!), and the equation expresses that µ is a right inverse of
1" k. Doing the same with the left inverse yields the other equation. !

Remark 3. This lemma generalises to kernels a substantial part of Wiener’s theorem
(used previously in prop. 1, and which is a core point of our whole argument): that
inverses tend to have similar properties (lie “in the same space”) as the inversee.

Definition 1. A kernel operator is a continuous linear map A from L!( k) to
C!( n) s.t., for Borel sets Bn 2 ., A( Bn) & 0 pointwise.

Proposition 3. Let A be a kernel operator. Then 3k: n 1 m & Borel s.t.
,f $ L!, ,s $ , [A(f)](s) =

$
k(s, t)f(t)dt. Further sups

$
|k(s, t)|dt = 'A' < !,

and A is continuous under the Mackey topologies 0(L!, L1) and 0(C!,M).

Proof. Let ks : L! & : f %& [A(f)](s): ks $ L'
!, and the pointwise convergence

condition ensures then ks $ L1. Doob’s [4] classical martingale argument yields
then a jointly borel version k(s, t). The first point in the ‘further’ clause is obvious;
it allows to use Fubini’s theorem to obtain

$
[A(f)](s)1(ds) =

$
k(1 , t)f(t)dt ,f $

L!, ,1 $ M where k(1 , t) =
$
k(s, t)1(ds). This implies that At : 1 %& k(1 , ·) is

.(M,C!)-.(L1, L!) continuous, and thus A, by duality, Mackey continuous. !

Corollary 3. For a kernel k on 2, let 'k'' = 'y %& ess supx,t |t"x+y|* 1
2
|kx,t|'1.

3K : ,p, k, f, '
$
kx,tftdt'p,! ( K'k'''f'p,1.

Proof. Let hy = ess supt|kt+y,t| and apply [12, prop. 2], using [0, 1] for B on . !

Lemma 3. Let h : & (L!,.(L!, L1)) : x %& hx be bounded and continuous,
with sup-norm 'h'!, and s.t. hx(s) is null for |s| > a. For f $ L!p,1, F : x %&$
f(x+s)hx(s)ds $ C!p , and 'F'!p ( K!'h'!'f'!p,1, where K! = K(1+2a)e|!|a.

Remark 4. In particular, kx,t = hx(x" t) is a kernel operator.

Proof. a > 0, else the result is trivial. For a jointly borel version of h [4], let
kx,t = e!(x"t)hx(t"x). Cor. 3, applied to )!(f) and )!(F ), implies 'F'!p (
K'k'''f'!p,1, with 'k'' = 'y %& ess supx,s e

!s
|s"y|* 1

2
|hx("s)|'1, ( 'h'!'y %&

sups |s"y|* 1
2 ,|s|*ae

!s'1. The latter norm equals e|!|a + 1
! [e

!a"e"!a]; use then
ex"e"x

x ( 1 + e|x|.
Remains thus to prove continuity of F . |F (x + +) " F (x)| ( 'h'!

$ x+a
x"a |f(t +

+)" f(t)|dt+ |
$ a
"af(x+ s)(hx+((s)" hx(s))ds|. Since f $ L!p,1 implies f is locally

integrable, the first term converges to 0 by the continuity property in [12, thm. 2.iii]
(taking µ as a unit mass at "+), and the second by definition of .(L!, L1), hence
the continuity. !

Corollary 4. For FR(x) = x+0e"Rx (R > 0) and g $ L!( 1 #), let hx(%) =
(FR & g(·,%))(x). Then x %& hx is Lipschitz to L!(#).

Proof. Since z %& zFR : & L1 is Lipschitz, use [12, prop. 2]. !

4. The S1 category used here

Definition 2. The pointed set (A,20)
def
=
*
{(", p) $ " 1 [1,!]}, (0,!)

+
, with "

open in n, 0 $ ". Initially " = n. A
def
= {J 1 [1,!]} where J is a compact

subinterval of " with 0 interior. The 3 Banach spaces, L!,1( n), L!( n), and
C!( n) are endowed with '·'!p as family, meaning '·'!p,1 in the first case and '·'!p,!
else. ! will stand more explicitly for the corresponding A, and '·'J for '·'J,[1,!].
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With the obvious contravariant morphisms induced by the inclusion morphisms
among "’s, this yields one category ([10, prop. 3]) of 3 (modulo variations on n and
") Banach families, then stabilised under finite products ([10, def. 4]) and closed
subspaces.

Observe that '·')0 = '·' in all 3 cases, as required.

4.1. Elementary operations.

Lemma 4. The product from L! 1 L!,1 to L!,1 is S1.

Proof. By lemma 1.v, 'fg'!p,1 ( 'f'!p,!'g'!,1 and 'fg'!p,1 ( 'f'!'g'!p,1. Thus
in [10, prop. 2], using there * for the product map, the '*i') are all ( 1, so |'*'|S
too. !

Lemma 5. The product on L!( 1 [0, 1]) and on C!( 1 [0, 1]) is S1.

Proof. Same as previous proof (or:[10, cor. 2] and rem. 2). !

Lemma 6. The tensor product (product of measure spaces, and functions thereon)

maps L!1
p,q(

n)1 L!2
p,q(

k) & L(!1,!2)
p,q ( n 1 k), with 'fg'(!1,!2)

p,q 4 'f'!1
p,q'g'

!2
p,q.

Proof. Reduce to "i = 0 by the definition and use Fubini’s theorem. !

Notation 4.1. Let ! = (", 0, . . . , 0) $ n; henceforth )!(f) = [t %& e$!,t%f(t)] in
the notation of section 2, with the corresponding implications in def. 2.

Hence also " and J in def. 2 will be taken as intervals.

Corollary 5. f %& fg : L!,1( n) & L!,1( n 1 k) is S1 i! g $ L1.

Proof. By lemma 6 and [12, thm. 1.viii]. !

Remark 5. This will be used for the product y* in the proof of lemma 18.iii. It
shows that there is no hope to make this map jointly S1 in any reasonable sense,
so some special treatment or new inventiveness will be needed when dealing also
with regularity (di!erentiabilty) issues w.r.t. parameters like *. Possibly treating
them just as Banach spaces rather than families (like E); but then we’ll need more
about the interaction between those 2 structures. . .

Lemma 7. For n>0 and µ$M , f %&
$
f(x, s)µ(ds) : C!( n+1) & C!( n) is S1.

Proof. '
$
f(x, s)µ(ds)'!p,! ( 'µ' sups'x %& e!x1f(x, s)'p,! ( 'µ''f'!p,!, by the

trivial inequality 'x %& g(x, s)'p,! ( 'g'p,! ,s. !

Lemma 8. For n > 0, h : L!,1( n+1) & L!,1( n) : f %&
$ 1
0 f(x, s)ds is S1.

Proof. Let B be an open ball in n, and B# = B 1 ["1, 1] 5 n+1. For the in-
duced norms [[12, thm. 1.ii] — note the constants are independent of p, q], if p < !,
('h(f)'!p,1)

p =
$ *$

x+B e!y1
,,$ 1

0f(y, s)ds
,, dy
+p
dx (

$ *$
x+B

$ 1
0e
!y1 |f(y, s)|dsdy

+p
dx

(
$
(
$
(x,s)+B# e!z1 |f(z)|dz)pdx ,s $ [0, 1], thus (

$
(
$
(x,s)+B# e!z1 |f(z)|dz)pdxds

=
$
(
$
y+B# e!z1 |f(z)|dz)pdy = ('f'!p,1)

p. Also 'h(f)'!!,1 = supx- n

$
x+B e!y1

,,$ 1
0 f(y, s)ds

,, dy ( supx- n+1

$
x+B# e!z1 |f(z)|dz = 'f'!!,1. Thus 'hi') ( 1 (no-

tation of [10, prop. 2]) and so |'h'|S ( 1; hence the result by [10, prop. 2]. !

Corollary 6. h of lemma 8 is in (L!p,1(
n+1), L!p,1(

n)).

Lemma 9. T : (f, g) %& Tf,g : x #
$ a
"a fx,sgx+s,sds is S1 from L! 1 L!,1 to L!,1.

Proof. Since g %& [(x, s) # |s|*|a|gx+s,s] is clearly S1 from L!,1 to itself ('·'!p,1
changes by at most a factor e|!a|), the result follows from lemmas 4, then 8. !
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Lemma 10. T : (f, g) %&
$ a
"a fx,sgx+sds is S1 from L! 1 L!,1 to L!.

Let LC! = {f : & (L!,.(L!, L1)) | x %& fx is bounded and continuous }. It
maps to a closed subspace of L!( 2). Then T is S1 from LC! 1 L!,1 to C!.

Proof. a / 0 w.l.o.g. Note Ft
def
= ess sup|s|*a|ft"s,s| is Lebesgue-measurable. Since

|T | (
$ x+a
x"a Ft|gt|dt, 'T '!p,!( K!'Fg'!p,1 by lemma 3, and the last norm is bounded

by both 'F'!'g'!p,1 and 'F'!p,!'g'!,1 using lemma 1.v. Since, for any measu-
rable set B, ess sup BF = ess sup x+s-B,|s|*a|fx,s|, 'F'!p,! = 'f'!p,!, up to a

factor e|!|a, when defining the latter norm by the measurable set |x+s| ( 1, |s| ( a
([12, thm. 1.ii)]. Thus ,S $ A 3KS s.t., for (", p) $ S, 'T '!p,! is bounded by both

KS'f'!'g'!p,1 and KS'f'!p,!'g'!,1: by [10, prop. 2], the bilinear map (f, g) %& T
has finite |'·'|S-norm for all S $ A, hence is S1.

The rest follows now from lemma 3, using a jointly borel version of f [4]. !

4.2. Composition with C1 functions on L!.

Lemma 11. For O open in n, let Õ be the interior in L
n

! of {g $ L
n

! | gt $ O,t}.
If f : O & is di!erentiable with locally Lipschitz derivative, then f̃ : Õ &

L! : g %& f#g is S1, with Dg : L
n

! & L! : #g %&
*
t # 67fgt , #gt8

+
as derivative at g.

The same holds when replacing L! by C!.

Proof. Since g $ Õ, ( "f"xi )gt $ L!, thus Dg $ (L
n

! , L!). With K the (compact)
closure of {gt}, modulo null sets, apply [10, prop. 1.i] to f (which is S1): 3+ > 0, 3L :
'#g'! ( +- 'f(gt+#gt)"f(gt)"67fgt , #gt8'! ( L('#g'!)2, thus di!erentiability.

Remains the local Lipschitz aspect of g %& Dg. Use the arbitrary given norm
on n to define the sup-norm of #g or g $ L

n

!, and its dual to define the norm of
gradients on n; by rem. 2, the operator norm on Dg is then the sup-norm, also on
C! * C!p . By lemma [10, 2], 3# > 0, L s.t. x %& 7xf has Lipschitz constant L on
the #-neighbourhood of K; so, for 'gi " g'! < #, 'Dg1 "Dg2'! ( L'g1 " g2'!.

Clearly f̃(g) and Dg(#g) are continuous if g and #g are so. !

Remark 6. Another instructive way to proceed would be to use [10, cor. 2] (cf. rem. 2),
to get immediately the result for f polynomial (by [10, prop. 3]); remains then to
develop the tools to handle the approximation argument.

4.3. Equivalent norms for !(C!, C!), !(L!,1, C!) and !(L!,1, L!,1).

Notation 4.2. ,!,!#(z) = e!z+e!
#z , and for a compact interval J , ,J = ,min J,maxJ .

For a kernel µ(x, dt), 'µ'cc

J = supx
$
,J(x" t)|µ(x, dt)|, (= supx(,J & |µ(x, ·)|)(x)).

For a kernel k(x; t, s), let 'k'lc

J = supx ess sups,t ,J(x " t)|k(x; t, s)|, and 'k'll

J =
ess sups,t'x %& ,J (x" t)k(x; t, s)'1 (this assumes k jointly measurable).

Remark 7. A superscript like lc stands for “from L!,1( 2) to C!”.

Proposition 4. For Q $ (C!, C!), represented by a kernel µ(x, dt), and J a
compact interval, 'Q'J is stronger than 'µ'cc

J .
If J # is interior to J , 'µ'cc

J is stronger than 'Q'J# .

Proof. Replacing the '·'!p,q in the definition of the '·'J operator-norm by their
definition in terms of '·'p,q (sect. 2) yields 'Q'J = sup!-J supp-[1,!] sup)f)p,!*1 N ,

with N = '
$
e!(x"t)ftµ(x, dt)'p,!. Fix p = !; the norm in N is / supx, since

Q $ (C!, C!): 'Q'J / supx sup!-J sup)f)!*1

$
e!(x"t)ftµ(x, dt), = supx sup!-J$

e!(x"t)|µ(x, dt)|. Restrict now " to min J and maxJ , and add.
Assume (,J & |µ(x, ·)|)(x) ( K ,x, and J # ± + 5 J . Let F (z) = 1/,"(,((z): for

" $ J #, e!z/,J(z) ( F (z). Thus, with H(x, dt) = ,J (x" t)|µ(x, dt)|, 'H(x, ·)'1 (
K and N ( '

$
F (x"t)|ft|H(x, dt)'p,! ( K'supt F (x"t)|ft|'p,!. Since F $ L1,!,

the result follows by [12, cor. 2]. !
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Proposition 5. For a kernel k(x; t, s) representing some Q $ (L!,1( 2), C!),
'Q'J is stronger than 'k'lc

J .
If J # is interior to J , and k = 0 for |s| > a, 'k'lc

J is stronger than 'Q'J#.

Proof. 'Q'J = sup!-J,p-[1,!] sup)f)p,1*1'
$$

e!(x"t)k(x; t, s)ft,sdsdt'p,!, by the def-
initions in sect. 2.

Therefore 'Q'J / 'k'#
def
= sup!-J sup)f)!,1*1'

$$
e!(x"t)k(x; t, s)ft,sdsdt'!,!, =

supx sup!-J sup)f)!,1*1

$$
e!(x"t)k(x; t, s)ft,sdsdt. By the converse in [12, thm. 1.xiii]

this is equivalent to supx sup!-J'e
!(x"t)k(x; t, s)'1,!. Since, for " $ J , e!z (

,J(z), the triangle inequality implies 'k'# is still equivalent to supx',J(x"t)k(x; t, s)'1,!,
which is stronger than 'k'lc

J by [12, thm. 1.viii].
With g(z) = 1/,J(z), |kx;t,s| ( 'k'lc

J g(x " t). '
$$

e!(x"t)k(x; t, s)ft,sdsdt'p,!
clearly increases when replacing k and f by their absolute values; so, by the
above formula, 'k'J# ( 'k'lc

J sup!-J#,p-[1,!] sup)f)p,1*1'*!(g) & h(f)'p,!, where

h : L!,1( 2) & L!,1( ) : f %&
$ a
"af(x, s)ds. Since 'f'p,1 ( 1, by cor. 6 'h(f)'p,1

< !, so by [12, prop. 2] 3K $ s.t. '*!(g) & h(f)'p,! ( K'*!(g)'1,!. Thus
'k'J# ( K'k'lc

J sup!-J#'g'!1,!, and the latter sup is clearly finite. !

Proposition 6. Assume J # is interior to J . For a kernel k(x; t, s) representing some
Q $ (L!,1( n+1), L!,1), 'Q'J is stronger than 'k'll

J# if k has constant sign.
If k = 0 for |s| > a, 'k'll

J is stronger than 'Q'J#.

Proof. By the definitions in sect. 2, 'Q'J = sup!-J,p-[1,!] sup)f)p,1*1 N , with N =

'
$$

e!(x"t)k(x; t, s)ft,sdsdt'p,1. Fix p = !; for k of constant sign, we can assume
k, f / 0. Then N = supy

$$$
[0,1](y"x)e!(x"t)|k(x; t, s)|f(t, s)dsdtdx is convex in

", so supJ N 4 supy
$$$

[0,1](y " x),J (x " t)|k(x; t, s)|f(t, s)dsdtdx, thus, by the
converse in [12, thm. 1.xiii], 'Q'J " supy'

$
[0,1](y " x),J (x" t)|k(x; t, s)|dx'1,!,

" supy ess sups,t
$ y
y"1,J (x"t)|k(x; t, s)|dx by [12, thm. 1.viii]. Permute now sup and

ess sup: 'Q'J " ess sups,t'x %& ,J (x"t)|k(x; t, s)|'!,1. Let lt,s(x) = ,J(x"t)|k(x; t, s)|,

and g = 1/,["(,(] for J # ± + 5 J . Since g / *J#

*J
and is symmetric, 'k'll

J# (

ess sups,t'g(t"x)lt,s(x)'1 ( ess sups,t supz
$
g(z"x)lt,s(x)dx = ess sups,t'g&lt,s'! (

K'g'1,! ess sups,t'lt,s'!,1, by [12, prop. 2], ( K #'g'1,!'Q'J .
To majorise 'Q'J# given 'k'll

J , the worst case is when f, k / 0; also, take the
ess sup as a sup, by the choice of a version of k. Let lt,s(x) = ,J (x"t)|k(x; t, s)| and
F (z) = e!z/,J(z); we use as constraint only that, ,t, s, 'lt,s(·)'!,1 ( 'k'll

J , and
want to maximise Np =

-
n

($$$
[0,1](x " n)F (x " t)lt,s(x)ft,sdxdsdt

)
p (cf. [12,

thm. 1.iv]). It is clearly optimal to shift all the mass of lt,s on [n, n + 1] to the

maximiser of x %& F (x " t) there. But, for |x " y| ( 1, |ln F (x)
F (y) | ( maxi|"i " "|,

which is uniformly bounded for " $ J #; thus, putting all the mass at the minimum
instead would a!ect Np only by a constant factor: we can assume the mass is uni-
formly spread, i.e., lt,s(x) = 'k'll

J . Hence N becomes '
$
F (x " t)[

$ a
"aft,sds]dt'p,1,

and we can let gt =
$ a
"aft,sds and just assume 'g'p,1 ( 1, using cor. 6, and its

obvious converse setting ft,s = gt. So N 4 'F & g'p,1, ( 'F'1 by [12, thm. 2]:
'Q'J# # 'k'll

J supJ#'F'1. The latter sup is clearly finite, since F is bounded by
,J#/,J $ L1. !

The system of norms '·'ll

J is thus equivalent to the system of 'Q'J norms of the
kernel |k|, so the latter’s stability under composition implies some for the former:

Corollary 7. Let k(x; t, s) =
$
k1(x; z)k2(z; t, s)dz. If J # is interior to J , 'k'll

J# (
K'k1'll

J 'k2'll

J for some constant K.
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Part 2. The building blocks

5. The equilibrium system

Here we reproduce the characterisation of equilibrium equation system of an og
model analysed in [11].

Proposition 7. Given an endowment Et,s $ L!,1, define ! : (k,E) %& k̃, from
C! 1 L!,1 to C! as the composition of:

(i) k %& y : yt = Ak)t
(ii) k %& r : rt = R" 2Ak)"1

t (= R" )yt

kt
,= 3 + ' + p#

t

pt
)

(iii) (r, E) %& N1 : N1,x =
$ 1
0 e

!
x+s
x

rtdtEx+s,sds

(iv) (y, r) %& N2 : N2,x =
$ 1
0 e

! x+s
x

rtdt*syx+sds
(v) (N1,N2) %& N : N = N1 + (1" 2)N2, N / 0

(vi) r %& D : Dx =
$ 1
0 e"+s+(1",)

! x+s
x

rtdtds
(vii) (N,D) %& B : B = N

D
, Bi =

Ni

D
(i = 1, 2), B = B1 + (1 " 2)B2

(viii) (r,B) %& c : ct =
$ 1
0 e

"+u",
!

t
t"u

rsdsBt"udu
(ix) (y, E, c) %& i : it = yt + #t " ct
(x) i %& k̃ : k̃t = e"Rt

$ t
"!eRsisds > 0

The zeros of F (k,E)
def
= !(k,E)" k, i.e., the fixed points of ! (with implied values

for y, i, c, etc.) characterize

Interior Equilibria: all equilibria of the general model where 0 < it < yt
a.e., provided the zeros satisfy 0 < it < yt;

bge: if Kt is exponential, all bge of the general model with % = 0.

Proof. The equilibrium characterisation is by [11, cor. 12.c, e]. kt is uniformly
bounded by [11, prop. 1.a], it $ L!,1 by [11, prop. 1.b] and hence by equation x
here, k is continuous, thus the range. !

6. The derivative of ! w.r.t. E

Lemma 12. With gt = (1".)rt " 4, G(x, t) = 0*t"x*1e
!

t
x
gsds, Ht(x) =

G(x,t)!
G(x,t)dt

:

(i) Dx =
$
G(x, t)dt

(ii) ct =
$
kcE(t;x, s)Ex,sdxds+

$
kcy(t;x)yxdx, where

kcE(t;x, s) = e
! x
t
ruduHt(x"s) 0*s*1, kcy(t;x) = (1"2)e

! x
t
rudu(Ht & *)(x).

(iii) Let FR(x) = x+0 exp("Rx), kkE(t;x, s) =
*
FR & [(x " kcE(·;x, s)]

+
(t), and

kky(t;x) =
*
FR & [(x " kcy(·;x)]

+
(t).

If inft kt > 0, then:
(a) kcE is bounded,
(b) kcy is uniformly continuous, and null for |x"t| / 1,
(c) the term (FR & kcy(·;x))(t) in kky is Lipschitz, and bounded by a con-

stant times FR(t"x+1),
(d) the term (FR & kcE(·;x, s))(t) in kkE is Lipschitz on 0 ( s ( 1, and

bounded by a constant times s-[0,1]FR(t"x+s).
(iv) If inft kt > 0 and E $ L!,1, then kt =

$
kkE(t;x, s)Ex,sdxds+

$
kky(t;x)yxdx.

Remark 8. iv expresses k directly as a linear function (given r, the “price-system”)
of (E, y); remain then in the equation system of prop. 7 only i and ii to express y
and r as (relatively trivial) non-linear functions of k.

Remark 9. If a uniformly continuous function h on n is bounded by FR #), where
) is a"ne, then e!&(x)h(x) is uniformly continuous ," < R.

Proof. i is clear. It implies, by prop. 7.vii and viii, ct =
$
e
! x
t
rsdsHt(x)Nxdx, hence

ii, then iv by prop. 7.ix and x. The use of Fubini for the kcy and kky terms is justified
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by positivity, and by the boundedness of y, implying finiteness of the first term of
the integral of kky . For the kkE term, it needs the integrability condition on E, and
iiia. inft kt > 0 implies r is bounded, hence g, and thus G is bounded and, on 0 (
t"x ( 1, bounded away from 0, so that also H is bounded, and thus kcE , hence iiia.

iiib: Boundedness of r implies uniform continuity of e
!

x
t
rudu. For (Ht&*)(x), note

first that, g being bounded, |G(x, t + h)"G(x, t)| ( K[ 0*x"t*h + 0*x"t+1*h +
h 0*t"x*1] for some constant K; and since Dx is bounded away from 0, the same
holds for Ht(x). * $ L1 implies then that t %& Ht &* is uniformly continuous, using
the uniform topology on the values.

Concerning x, H being bounded, e.g. by K, |(Ht & *)(x + h) " Ht & *)(x)| (
K
$
|*(y+h)"*(y)|dy, which goes to 0 with h, e.g. by [12, thm. 2.iii] (with p, q = 1,

µ = (h).
iiic: by iiib, kcy is bounded, so by cor. 4 the term is Lipschitz from t to L!(dx).

Since by iiib kcy is uniformly continuous, the term is also uniformly continuous from
x to C! over t: it is uniformly continuous. In fact, a small additional e!ort (basi-
cally, doing the convolution with FR before that with *) shows the Lipschitz aspect
w.r.t. x too.

iiid: The term equals 0*s*1$(t;x, s), where $(t;x, s)
def
=
$
z+0 e

"Rze
!

t"z
x

rudu

Ht"z(x"s)dz. We prove first the Lipschitz aspect w.r.t. t (uniformly in x, s). We
can consider the 2 occurrences of t as separate variables for this. The one in the
exponential term is Lipschitz, H and r being bounded, and because the 0*s*1 im-
plies, via the constraint 0 ( t"z"x+s ( 1 from the H term, that |t"z"x| ( 1. For
the other, the exponential term being bounded, by the same inequality, the result
follows from our previous bound on Ht+h"Ht, since again its last term is bounded
by h |t"z"x|*1. Hence the Lipschitz property w.r.t. t. As to x, its 2 occurrences
can also be distinguished, and that in the exponential term is handled like t there
before. Remains thus only the variable x" s in the H term.

Let v = x"s in $: %(t;x, v) = $(t;x, x"v) =
$ (t"v)+

(t"v"1)+e
"Rz+

! t"z
x

ruduHt"z(v)dz;
so, assuming 0 ( h ( 1, and v < t (else % = 0), and kcE being bounded (iiia), say

by K, |%(t;x, v+h) " %(t;x, v)| ( 2Kh +
$ (t"v"h)+

(t"v"1)+ e"Rz+
! t"z
x

rudu|Ht"z(v+h) "
Ht"z(v)|dz, for (s =)x" v $ [0, 1]. Also, x" v $ [0, 1], together with the bounds of
integration in the main integral, implies that |t"z"x| ( 2, hence, r being bounded,
the exponential term is so too, and remains to bound

$ (t"v"h)+

(t"v"1)+ |Ht"z(v+h) "
Ht"z(v)|dz. Substituting then t by z + y, the bounds of integration become
min(t, v + h) and min(t, v + 1), so the integral is maximal for t / v + 1: we have to
bound

$ v+1
v |Hy(v+h)"Hy(v)|dy, where Hy(v) = G(v, y)/

$ v+1
v G(v, t)dt, G(v, y) =

e
!

y
v
gsds, and g is bounded. Bound the integral by a sup, then for each y the absolute

value of the increment between v and v+h is bounded by h times the sup of the de-
rivative between v and v+h (Hy(v+h) being obviously di!erentiable w.r.t. h), so the
expression is bounded by |h| sup0*y"v*1|H

#
y(v)|. This last sup is e.g. ( 4'g'e4)g).

Remains to prove the bound. The factor s-[0,1] there can clearly be dropped;
the same holds for the factor t"x+s+0 stemming from the FR term, since for
t"x+s < 0 the constraint 0 ( t"z"x+s from the H term in $ contradicts z / 0,
making the integrand null. Su"ces thus to prove that s-[0,1]e

R(t"x+s)$(t;x, s) is
bounded. Replacing there $ by its definition, then x by y+ s and z by t" v yields

s-[0,1]

$
v*t e

R(v"y)e
!

v
y+s

ruduHv(y)dv; the second exponential in the integrand is

bounded since r is so and because |v " y + s| ( 1, using s $ [0, 1] and the non-null
constraint y" v $ [0, 1] on the H term. The last also shows that the first exponen-
tial in the integrand is bounded. Majorising also t by !, it su"ces to show that$
Hv(y)dv is bounded: it equals 1 by definition. !

Lemma 13. (i) ""
"E = #E %& [x#

$
kkE(x; t, s)#Et,sdsdt], with kkE of lemma 12.
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(ii) For µ $ M , µ %& kkE(µ; ·, ·)
def
=
$
kkE(x; t, s)µ(dx) is continuous and bounded

from bounded subsets of (M,.(M,C!)) to (L1,!, 0(L1,!, L!,1)).
(iii) At non-atomic µ, it is continuous from M+ to L1,!, and with values in

C1. In particular, it is continuous from L1 to C1.
(iv) For a measure space (#,A, ') and µ(%) measurable s.t. 'µ(%)' $ L1('),$$

kkE(µ(%); t, s)rt,sdsdt '(d%) =
$
kkE(

$
µ(%)'(d%); t, s)rt,sdsdt ,r $ L!,1.

In particular,
$
kkE(µ; t, s)rt,sdsdt =

$$
kkE(x; t, s)rt,sdsdt µ(dx).

(v) The same conclusions hold for each of the 2 terms (lemma 12.iiid) of kkE .
(vi) The second of those 2 terms is continuous to C1, and is, for some K and

,µ, Lipschitz in (t, s) with constant K'µ'.

Proof. i: Is obvious from lemma 12, since f and y in prop. 7 depend only on k.
ii: By lemma 12.iiid, kkE(µ; ·, ·) is well-defined, and Borel measurable. Also,

both terms of kkE(x; t, s) are bounded by s-[0,1]FR(x"t+1) times a constant; so
|kkE(µ; t, s)| (

$
FR(x"t+1)|µ|(dx) = (F̄R & |µ|)(t"1), and thus 'kkE(µ; ·, ·)'1,! (

'F̄R & |µ|'1,! ( 'µ''FR'1,! by [12, thm. 2.ii]. Hence the boundedness.
For the continuity, since bounded sets of M are metrisable, consider µn & µ.

For the kkE(µn; ·, ·), the boundedness part in [12, def. 2] is satisfied, by the above.
For the other, extract a converging subsequence from |µn|; the continuity statement
of [12, thm. 2.iii] yields, in the above |kkE(µn; t, s)| ( (F̄R & |µn|)(t"1), that the right
hand member is '·'1,! convergent, hence tight ([12, prop. 1.iii]); thus so are the
kkE(µn; ·, ·). Finally, as to convergence a.e., lemma 12.iiid shows that, give (t, s),
the only discontinuity in x of kkE(x; t, s) stems from the first term, and is for x = t.
Hence, for all (t, s) s.t. t is not an atom of µ, kkE(µn; t, s) & kkE(µ; t, s). Hence the
continuity, by [12, prop. 1.iv].

vi: The second part follows from lemma 12.iiid. By the above argument, it im-
plies the convergence is uniform. By [12, prop. 1.iv], this together with the tightness
implied by Mackey convergence implies norm convergence.

iv: ii implies 'kkE(µ(%); ·, ·)'1,! ( K'µ(%)'; so
$
|kkE(µ(%); t, s)| |ft,s|dsdt is in-

tegrable in % by [12, thm. 1.xiii]. Use then Fubini.
For the last item, use µ there as ', and x %& (x on as bounded measurable map.
iii: If µn / 0 and µ is non-atomic, consider now the first term, (F̄R & µn)(x) =

eRt
$
x+t e

"Rxµn(dx): the integral is monotone, and converges pointwise to its con-
tinuous limit, so by Dini’s theorem the convergence is uniform on compact sets:
F̄R & µn & F̄R & µ uniformly on compact sets. Thus the conclusion, as above. The
continuity of kkE(µ; ·, ·) for µ non-atomic is classical (dominated convergence). !

7. ! is S1

Lemma 14. For 5 $ L! with bounded support, let kx,t = 5t"x exp
$ t
x gydy. Then

g %& k is S1 from L!,1 to L!.

Proof. Let Supp5 5 ["a, a]. G : g # [(x, t) %& Gg(x, t)
def
= |x"t|*a

$ t
x gydy] is

linear, and by lemma 3, letting Fx =
$ x+a
x"a |gy|dy, 'F'!p,! ( K!'g'!p,1; so, since

|Gg(x, t)| ( |x"t|*aFx, 'Gg'!p,! ( K!'g'!p,1. K! being bounded on each S $ A,
G $ !(L!,1, L!), so G is S1 from L!,1 to L!. Conclude by [10, prop. 3], since
G %& k is S1 from L! to itself, by lemma 11 and then rem. 2 and [10, cor. 2]. !

Lemma 15. With k of lemma 14, let T : (g, h) %& Tg,h : x #
$
kx,tht,t"xdt, and

T #
g,h : (#g, #h) #

(
x %& Tg,-h(x) +

$
,x,t#gtdt

)
with ,x,t =

$ (t"x)·(+!)
t kx,yhy,y"xdy.

Then T is S1 from L!,1 1 L!,1 to L!,1, with derivative T #.

Proof. The S1 aspect follows by [10, prop. 3] and lemmas 14 and 9.
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As to T #, the partial w.r.t. h is obvious; the other is a priori
$
kx,tht,t"x

$ t
x#gydydt,

going to the stated form is then an elementary change of order of integration. !

Lemma 16. Assume ht,s = zt in lemma 15. Then T is S1 from L!,11L!,1 to C!.

Proof. Follows by [10, prop. 3] and lemmas 14 and 10. !

Lemma 17. For " < R, i %& k is (L!p,1, C
!
p )-continuous, with norm < K(1+ 1

R"!).

It is sequentially continuous from L!1 with the weak topology to C!1 .

Proof. Let it = e"!tft, kt = e"!tFt: then Ft = e"(R"!)t
$ t
"! e(R"!)sfsds; since

" < R, su"ces to consider the case " = 0. Further, continuity of k is obvious. [12,
prop. 2] implies the bound since k = i & [e"Rt

t+0] and 'e"Rt
t+0'1,! = 1 + 1

R .
Similarly [12, cor. 5] implies the second statement. !

Reduce thus henceforth the interval " to ]"!, R [ .

Remark 10. Another way to go about the following proof, for what concerns c, and
even i, k i.e., items iii–ix, would be to use lemma 12. We avoid this to make the proof
less computational, and decomposable into elementary steps of general applicability.

Lemma 18. For E, i,N,B,N1,B1 $ L!,1, N2,B2,D, c, r, k, y $ C!:

(i) k %& y is S1 with derivative #yt = 2Ak)"1
t #kt, if inf kt > 0.

(ii) k %& r is S1 with #rt = 2(1" 2)Ak)"2
t #kt, if inf kt > 0. So #r = (1" 2) -yk .

(iii) With N0 = N, (r, E, y) %& Ni is S1 with derivative

#Ni,x =
$
[Hi(x, t)#rt + hi(x, t, #yt, #Et,t"x)]dt where

h1(x, t, u, v) = ve
! t
x
rsds, h2(x, t, u, v) = h1(x, t, 0, u*t"x), h0 = h1+(1"2)h2,

Hi(x, t) = x*t

$!
t hi(x, z, yz, Ez,z"x)dz.

(r, E) %& N1 is even S1 from L2
!,1 to L!,1, and (r, y) %& N2 from L2

!,1

to L!,1 and from L!,1 1 C! to C!.
(iv) r %& D is S1 with derivative

#Dx = (1" .)
$ x+1
x #rt6(x, t)dt where

6(x, t)
def
=
$ x+1
t exp

.$ s
x [(1 " .)rv " 4]dv

/
ds

It is even S1 from L!,1 to C!.
(v) (N,D) %& B is S1 with derivative #Bt =

Dt-Nt"Nt-Dt

D2
t

, if infDt > 0.
Similarly for Ni and Bi.

(vi) (B, r) %& c is S1 with derivative

#ct =
$ t
t"1 #BxG(x, t)dx " .

$ t
t"1 #rx

$ x
t"1 BsG(s, t)dsdx where

G(x, t)
def
= exp

.
"
$ t
x(4 + .r(u))du

/

It is even S1 from L2
!,1 to C!.

(vii) E %& # is S1 with derivative ##t =
$
#Et,sds

(viii) (y, E, c) %& i is S1 with derivative #it = #yt + ##t " #ct
(ix) i %& k̃ is S1, with derivative #k̃t =

$!
0 e"Rs#it"sds.

Proof. i and ii: by lemma 11.
iii: by lemma 15, setting gt = rt, 5 = [0,1], and ht,s = Et,s + (1" 2)yt*s, using

cor. 5 for y %& y*.
For the last point: using lemma 14 with 5 = [0,1] for the exponential term,

lemma 5 implies that (r, y) %& [0,1](s)e
!

x+s
x

rtdtyx+s is S1 from L!,1 1 L! to L!,
so, continuity being obvious, from L!,11C! to C!( 1 [0, 1]). Use then lemma 7.

iv: by lemma 16, setting gt = (1" .)rt " 4, 5 = [0,1] and zt = 1.
v: D %& 1

D
is S1 by lemma 11. And for the product, use lemmas 4 and 5.
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vi: by lemma 16, setting zt = Bt, 5 = " ["1,0] and gt = 4 + .rt.
vii: by lemma 8.
viii: by [10, cor. 2].
ix: by lemma 17. !

Proposition 8. ! : (k,E) & k̃ is S1 from C! 1 L!,1 to C! on {inf kt > 0}.

Proof. By [10, prop. 3] and lemma 18, since inf kt > 0 implies the same for D. !

Corollary 8. ""
"k (t) is given by a kernel, equal to x*te"R(t"x) )yx

kx
dx plus a contin-

uous term, both locally Lipschitz from C!1L!,1 to '·'lc

J ,J 9 ". The continuous
part is Lipschitz in t to C!, and bounded by a constant times FR(t"x+1).

Proof. Observe that we can analyse terms corresponding to di!erent partial deriva-
tives in lemma 18 separately, because by definition each satisfies the required Lip-
schitz condition to the appropriate space, and the sums are valid in those spaces.
Also, the continuous terms will be Lipschitz in t to C!, by cor. 4, being all of that
form, with FR for r — and g null for |x" t| > 1, hence the bound.

By lemma 12 (and 18.i), the partials w.r.t. y sum up to kky(t;x)
)yx

kx
, where the

first term becomes x*te"R(t"x) )yx

kx
, and the second term of kky is continuous.

Remain thus the partials w.r.t. r. G is continuous, and bounded on the relevant
range, and B $ L!,1, so the inner integral in the second term of #c is a bounded
continuous function, say It,x. That term becomes then, in the kernel for #!t,
.2(1"2) yx

k2
x

x*t

$ min{t,x+1}
x e"R(t"z)Iz,xdz. Fubini was usable because yx

k2
x
, Iz,x and

#k are bounded. The integrand being bounded and continuous, the integral is also,
and since it is null for x = t, x*t causes no discontinuity: the term is continuous.

For the #D term in #B, note 6 is continuous and bounded, as well as y
k2 and D"2,

and so is G in the relevant range, thus we can use Fubini, since N $ L!,1. So that
term becomes, in #c, 2(1"2)

$
|x"t|*1

($ max{x,t}
max{x,t}"1

Nz

D2
z
G(z, t)6(z, x)dz

) yx

k2
x
#kxdx. The

bracket in the integral is clearly, for the same reasons, bounded, a continuous func-
tion of its bounds of integration, and, given those, a continuous function of the (x, t)
argument in its integrand: it is bounded and continuous, and thus so is its prod-
uct J(t, x) with 2(2 " 1) yx

k2
x
. So the term becomes "

$
|x"t|*1J(t, x)#kxdx. J being

bounded and #kx too, using Fubini to go to the corresponding term in the kernel for

#!t is again trivial, and yields for that term x"1*t

$ min{t,x+1}
x"1 J(z, x)e"R(t"z)dz.

Again, J being bounded and continuous, the integral is bounded and a continu-
ous function of its bounds of integration, and, given those, continuous in the (x, t)
argument in its integrand: it is bounded and jointly continuous. And again the
indicator function causes no discontinuity: this term is continuous.

Remains thus only the H(x, t)#rt term in #N. That term becomes, in #cx,$!
x"1

($ min{x,t}
z=x"1

G(z,x)
Dz

$!
u=t e

! u
x
rsds
*
(1 " 2)yu*u"z + Eu,u"z

+
dudz

)
#rtdt. The inner

parenthesis is in L!,1, and null for u" z /$ [0, 1], hence integrated over a bounded
region, since x" 1 ( z ( min{x, t}, and the other terms in the integral over du dz
are bounded and continuous, so that integral is a bounded continuous function of
the bounds of integration t, x " 1 and min{x, t}. Further it is clearly null when
x = t, so multiplying it by t+x"1 yields now a bounded continuous function K(x, t)
over the whole plane, null for |x"t| / 1, and s.t. #cx =

$
K(x, t)#rtdt. The induced

kernel for #!x, "
$!
0 e"RzK(x" z, t)dz is then clearly also continuous.

As to the Lipschitz aspect, note that by lemma 18, (r, y, E) %& ! is S1 from L3
!,1

to C!. Hence by prop. 5 (for n = 0), the kernels of """r and ""
"k satisfy the Lipschitz

condition. Clearly the terms y and r that appear in those expressions are locally
Lipschitz functions of k on {inf kt > 0}, and so are "r

"k and "y
"k . Hence the result. !
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8. Generic invertibility of "F
"k at bge

8.1. Parametrisation of the equilibrium graph.

Definition 3. The parameter space, or the space of economies, is 7 = {(R,2, 4,.,*(ds)) |
(R,.) $ 2

++,2 $ ]0, 1[, *(ds) $ &([0, 1])}, with the weak*-topology on &([0, 1]),
the probabilities on [0, 1].

Definition 4. Let G be the cross product of 7 and the set containing all allocations
and prices in the economy. The equilibrium graph (restricting attention to bge) is
the subset G' of G composed of all points satisfying [11, cor. 13].

Much of what follows in this subsection will be of little or no explicit use; how-
ever, as long as our genericity proof does use the analytic structure on the set
of economies—which it should sometime stop doing, cf. remarks 13 and 14—, we
prefer to keep it, just to be clear about this analytic structure.

Definition 5. A real-valued function defined on a subset of n1&([0, 1]), is JE (or
JA) if its complex extension by analytic continuation (to a subset of n1&([0, 1]))
is jointly continuous in all variables and for each fixed *(ds) $ &([0, 1]) jointly
entire (or analytic) in all variables but *(ds).

Lemma 19. (i) Let H(x) = 1"X
1"x , X = $(R(1" x))

$
esR(1"x)*(ds), T(x) =

H(x)
1+xH(x) ,

¯̃7 = {(R, x, 4,.,*(ds)) | R > 0, 1+xH(x) += 0,T(x) / 0, *(ds) $

&([0, 1])}, 7̄ = {(R,2, 4,.,*(ds)) | R > 0,*(ds) $ &([0, 1])}. Let the
map3 #b : ¯̃7& 7̄1 2 be such that all the parameters but 2 are mapped
into themselves, and 2 = xT(x), r = R(1 " x), y = A(AT(x)/R)xH(x).
Then #b is one-to-one and is jointly continuous, in addition it is JA where
T(x) += 0 except for poles at (1 " .)R(1 " x) " 4 = 2n8i with n += 0. The
inverse defined on 7̄1 2 (by x = 1" r/R) is also JA.

(ii) Let 7̃ = {(R, x, 4,.,*(ds)) | (R,., x,H(x)) $ 4
++, *(ds) $ &([0, 1])},

and let #g : 7 & 7 1 2 map all the parameters into themselves, return

0 as r and A
1

1"#

*
)
R

+ #
1"# as y; and define Gg

def
= #g(7), Gb

def
= #b(7̃),

G
def
= Gg : Gb. Then G is consistent with [11, cor. 13]. Let ' : G %& G'

be the identity on G, and for the other coordinates return all the bge

quantities and prices according to the conditions of [11, cor. 13]. Then '
is one-to-one and is JA except for poles at (1".)R(1"x)"4 = 2n8i with
n += 0. The inverse defined on G is also JA.

Proof. We prove (i) in two steps: (a) H is JA except for poles at (1".)R(1"x)"4 =
2n8i with n += 0 and (b) the rest of the statement.

For (a), let us first prove that X is JA except for those poles. Su"ces to do this
for each of the 2 terms in the product. Since $(z) is entire by [11, lemma 27] and
has as only zeros 2n8i with n += 0, the conclusion follows immediately for $, and for
the integral it follows from the fact that the * have bounded support. Remains thus
only to prove that H is JA at any point with x = 1.4 This is easier in terms of the
variable r; letting then Z = 1"$, I = 1"

$
esr*(ds), we have 1"X = Z+ I"ZI,

so it su"ces to prove that both Z
f and I

r
are JA whenever r = 0.

Z
r
= #(a)"#(b)

a"b
1

#(a) , with a = (1".)r"4, b = ".r"4. The first factor is entire by

[11, lemma 27] and the second factor has poles at 2n8i, n += 0 as mentioned above.
I
r
= "

$
$(sr)s*(ds), hence again the result since $ is entire by [11, lemma 27].

For (b), we start with the continuity claim. For r it is obvious, and for 2 note
1 + xH(x) += 0 guarantees the continuity of T(x). So, as (A/R)xH(x) is continuous

3The image of the map is a reduced equilibrium graph with one quantity y and one ’price’ r.
4The gre corresponding to the intersection of bge and gre graphs, i.e., !(Gb "Gg).
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by (a) and A/R > 0, there only remains to prove continuity of ( H(x)
1+xH(x))

xH(x).

If 1 + xH(x) > 0, then H(x) / 0 by T(x) / 0. The continuity of the function
(1 + u)"u allows to reduce the problem to the continuity of [(H(x))H(x)]x, which
follows from first applying the continuity of uu for u / 0 to the bracket, then that
of ab for a > 0 to the whole expression. And if 1 + xH(x) < 0, T(x) / 0 implies
H(x) ( 0, and hence H(x) < 0 and x > 0, so T(x) > 0, thus continuity is trivial.
The JA property follows from (a).

As for the inverse map, it is a projection, apart from the x coordinate, which is
obtained from r: x = 1" r/R. Thus the inverse map is linear and therefore is JE.

To show (ii) we start by claiming that G is consistent with the definition of a bge:
the formulas for 2 and y are from [11, remark24]. Next, we claim that #g(7̃) 9
71 2 with the last coordinates being (r, y), such that y > 0, and conversely, the
inverse map from the image of #g(7̃) maps into a subset of 7̃. Indeed, given any
x > 0 s.t. H(x) > 0, the corresponding y, r, and 2 clearly satisfy 0 < 2 < 1, y > 0,
and [11, remark24]. Conversely, x > 0 follows then by its definition in sect. 5.3 in
[11] and then H(x) > 0 from 0 < )

1") = xH(x). Hence the conclusion.
Next, observe that bge’s are completely described just by the variables y, r, by

[11, cor. 13]: all other equilibrium quantities are JE functions of those and of the
parameters. Indeed, from [11, cor. 13] we get then k = yT(x)/R, i = Rk, and thus
c = y " i; all other relations just serve to define additional quantities; next, since
2 y

k = R " r, all prices become JE in the parameters and t; and by [11, lemma 4]

ct,s = (1"2)ye,(.+%)t+(%"+)s+(.",r)(t+s)
! 1
0 e(r"$)u/udu
#((1",)r"+) , which is thus also JE in the

parameters and t, s, except for poles at (1" .)r " 4 = 2n8i with n += 0.
For the gre use [11, cor. 15]. Again, the inverse map, being a projection, is

JE. !

Corollary 9. The maps 7̃ %& '(#b(7̃)) and 7 %& '(#g(7)) are both JA.

8.2. The derivative of the fixed point map.

Notation 8.1. ,t = 0*t*1

$ 1
t ers*sds, 9x

t = 0*t*1

!
1" t#(xt)

#(x)

"

$(z) =
ez " 1

z
%(x, y) =

$("x+ iy)

$("x)
v(z) =

0 1

0
ezt*(dt)

% = r. + 4 B =
2

(1" 2)(R " r)
C =

(1" 2)$("%)
B$(r" %)

When a partial derivative of a map v with respect to a variable z is a convolution,
we denote the corresponding kernel by kvz ; for example, if v is a function of one real

variable then
!
"v
"z (#z)

"

x
=
$
kvz(x" t)#ztdt. If v is a function of two variables, the

convolution kernel operates only on the first.

Lemma 20. (i) At a bge

!
"y
"k

"
(#k) = (R " r)#k,

!
"r
"y

"
(#y) = (1 " 2) -yk ,

partial derivatives "N
"y ,

"N
"r ,

"D
"r are convolutions with the corresponding

kernels

kNy (s) = (1" 2) s-[0,1]e
rs*(ds), kN

r
(s) = (1" 2)y,s, kD

r
(s) =

1" .

r" % s-[0,1](e
r"!"es(r"!))
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(ii) The derivative T = ""
"k (k

', 0) at a bge is a convolution operator, with
kernel 0 $ L!1 ," < R having as ft #0 = R"r

R"i# (1 "
#H), where

#H(%) = $("% + i%) #Q("%)" C.v(r)#9"!(%)(1)

#Q(%) =
C

$("%)

1
#,(%) +Bv(r+ i%)" (1" .)v(r)#9r"!(%)

2
(2)

#,(%) =
1

i%

*
v(r+ i%)" v(r)

+
, #9x(%) =

1

i%

*
%("x,%)" 1

+
(3)

or, equivalently,

(4) #H(%) =
C

i%

!
%(%,%)

1
(Bi%"1)v(r"i%) + (1".)v(r)%(%"r,"%)

2
+ v(r).

"

(iii) H $ Lp(["1, 1]), p < !, is norm-continuous on the bge graph G.

Proof. Point i: by lemma 18 and [11, cor. 13].
Point ii: by the previous point and lemma 18 again,

• with )r(ds)
def
= 0*s*1ers*(ds):

#Nx =
!$N
$y

"

x
(#y) +

!$N
$r

"

x
(#r) = (1" 2)

0
#yx+s

1
)r(ds) +

,sds

B

2

•

#Dx =
!$D
$r

"

x
(#r) = (1" .)

1 " 2

k
$(r" %)

0
9r"!

s #yx+sds

• For (r, y) %& B, with Q(ds)
def
= C

#("!)

(*
,s " (1" .),09r"!

s

+
ds+B)r(ds)

)
:

#Bx =

0
#yx+sQ(ds) =

0
#yx"sQ̄(ds), so: #B = Q̄ & #y

• (r, y) %& c has derivative, with hs = 0*s*1e"!s, Zs = C.,09"!

s :

#ct =

0
(hs#Bt"s " Zs#yt"s)ds, so: #c = h & #B" Z & #y

and thus, with H = h & Q̄" Z, #c = H & #y.
• (y, c) %& i has derivative #i = #y " #c.
• i %& k̃ has derivative #k̃ = g & #i, with g(t) = t+0e"Rt.

So, with (0 the unit mass at 0, #k̃ = (R" r)((0 "H) & g & #k, i.e., """k is indeed a
convolution operator with kernel 0 = (R " r)g & ((0 "H). 0 $ L!1 ," < R since g
is so and (0 "H has compact support. Finally, taking ft’s, #0 = R"r

R"i# (1"
#H).

Observe that, for any Q, #̄Q = #̄Q, so #H = #h #̄Q" #Z.
Now #h(%) = $("%+i%), #)r("%) = v(r"i%), and ,0 = v(r), Hence representation

(1), and, by direct computation, formula (4).
Point iii. We first show that h, Q and Z are jointly continuous, using the

''p topology for h and Z and weak* topology for Q. For h note that for any
converging sequence in 7 1 2, with limit %0, hs converges uniformly to its limit

0*s*1e"!0s. The coe"cients in the definitions of Q and Z, i.e., B, ., $("%), C,
,0 are clearly continuous in the parameters and r, as for any point in G we have
$("%) > 0, 0 < 2 < 1 and R > r (by [11, cor. 13.a]), so B > 0. The conclusion
then follows by the joint weak*-'·'p continuity of the maps (*(ds), r) %& ,, z %& 9z ,
and the weak*-weak* continuity of (*(ds), r) %& )r(ds) on G. Next note that the
map h,Q %& h & Q̄ is '·'p-continuous with the weak* topology on Q and the '·'p
topology on h (cf. notation section in 2).5 !

5Note that for continuous distributions ! the convergence of H is uniform.
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8.3. Generic invertibility.

Definition 6. A subset of 7 or of G is negligible if its section for any fixed proba-
bility distribution *(ds) in &([0, 1]) has Lebesgue measure 0.

A subset is generic if its complement is contained in a countable union of closed
negligible sets.

Lemma 21. Let f : O & be analytic and non-null, where O is open and con-
nected in n. Then the set of zeros of f is closed and negligible.

Remark 11. The same statement holds with the same proof replacing by .

Remark 12. The conclusion can obviously be strengthened to 0 measure for any
measure whose conditionals on any factor given the other factors are non-atomic.

Proof. For n = 0 the statement is trivial. Proceeding by induction, let the state-
ment hold for n"1. Assume first O is a product of two open connected sets X1Y ,
X $ n"1, Y $ . By assumption there is a point (x0, y0) $ X 1 Y at which
f is non-null. Then by the induction hypothesis the set of zeros in X of f(x, y0),
Zy0 9 X , is closed and has measure zero. For any fixed x $ X\Zy0, f(x, y) is an
analytic function defined on Y , non-zero (at y0), thus the set of its zeros, Zx, is
discrete. The set of zeros of f on X 1 Y then is a union of {(x, y0) : x $ Zy0} and
{(x, y) : y $ Zx}, both of measure zero. For general O, cover then O with countably
many products of the form X 1 Y ; since we know the set of zeros is closed in O,
it su"ces to show that its intersection with each of those product sets has measure
0. This follows from our previous argument provided f does not vanish identically
on any of those product sets. But if it did, connexity of O would imply by analytic
continuation that f vanishes everywhere on O. !

Proposition 9. The set G 5 7 where 1 is not a value of #0 for any bge is generic.

Proof. Multiplying 1" #0 = 0 by the non-null factor R"i#
C(R"r) yields (r" i%)

*
D(%) +

1
C(R"r)

+
= 0, where D(%)

def
=

"H(#)
C(r"i#) ; and hence the exceptional set N

def
= N0 : Ñ ,

where N0 = {g | r = 0, #0(0) = 1}, and Ñ = {g $ G : 3% : 1
C(r"R) = D(%)}.

Claim 1. If r = 0, the coe"cient of . in D equals

((%, 4) =
1

%2 + 42

3

1"

4 sin %
2

%
2

sinh
&
2

&
2

526

< !

0 < ((%, 4) ( 1
#2++2 everywhere, and ((%, 4) 4 1

#2++2 for (%, 4) & !

Proof. ((%, 4)""""&
#,+.0

1
12 > 0. Now sinx

x (resp., sinhx
x ) is, for x += 0, in absolute value

< 1 (resp., > 1), so for (%, 4) += (0, 0), we also get ((%, 4) > 0; so ( > 0 everywhere.
Remains thus only to show that ((%, 4) 4 1

#2++2 for (%, 4) & !, which follows
from sin#

# """"&
#.!

0 and sinh +
+ """"&

+.!
!. !

N0 = {g | r = 0, 1
C
#H(0) = 0}, and since by claim 1 the coe"cient of . is

(r" i%)( = 0, and since v(0) = %(4, 0) = 1, su"ces to express that, at % = 0,

B +
1

i%

*
%(4,"%)" v("i%)

+
= 0

By (3) in lemma 20 and the definition of B, this equation is equivalent to

#9"+(0)" #,(0)"
2

(1" 2)R
= 0

Now #,(0) =
$ 1
0 s*sds and #9"+(0) = 1

+ " 1
e&"1 ; thus N0 is the set of zeros of

1

4
"

1

e+ " 1
"

0 1

0
s*sds"

2

1" 2

1

R
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Since 1
+"

1
e&"1 decreases from 1 to 0, there is at most 1 value of any the 4 parameters

R,2, 4,
$
s*sds that fits, given values of the other 3.6 So N0 is closed and negligible.

To show that Ñ is negligible we establish, first, that the imaginary part of D(%)
has only a discrete set of zeros as a function of % on G\Gg (Gg), this set depends
on all parameters but R (.), and second that, for those %, 1

C(r"R) = )D(%) holds

only for a discrete set of values R (.). Finally we show N is closed.

Definition 7. For g $ G, Z(g)
def
= {% $ | ;D(%) = 0}.

Step 1. The set of g where Z(g) is not discrete is negligible. On Gg, Z(g) depends
only on (4,2, R,*), and on G\Gg, D (and hence Z(g)) only on (4, r,.,*).

Proof of step 1. On Gg, since r = 0, formula 4 of lemma 20 implies #H is purely

imaginary (and so #H/i% is real) i! (Bi% " 1)v("i%) is real, i.e. i! v("i#)
1+Bi# is real.

But given v("i%) = #*("%), so the ratio is a Fourier transform of the convolution

of *̄ with B"1
t*0eB

"1t (recall B > 0). As * & 0 has compact support, the sup-
port of the convolution is bounded on one side and unbounded on the other, so the
convolution can not be even, hence its ft is not real.

Also, by formula 4 of lemma 20, the imaginary part of D(%) =
"H(#)
"Ci# is indepen-

dent of ., hence its set of real zeros is so too, and it is discrete by lemma 21.
Remains to prove the statement on G\Gg.

Claim 2. (i) On G\Gg, B = #(r"!)"#("!)v(r)
r#(r"!) and C = r/B

R!(r"!)
!("!) "(R"r)v(r)

,

so D only depends on (4, r,.,*).
(ii) D is JE on (G\Gg) 1 , where the last coordinate is %, and is the ft of

the bounded measure 1
CH & :r on ["1, 1], where :r(x) = sign(r) rx>0e"rx.

Proof. Expressing 2 as a function of r by lemma 19, (i) follows by definition of B
and C in lemma 20. Thus the last clause, using also lemma 20.ii.

Point ii. To show that D is entire in %, note that H is a measure with bounded
support, ["1, 1], so its Fourier transform is an entire function, i.e., limit of a power
series (converging everywhere) with infinite radius of convergence.7 As #H is entire,
the only possible pole of D is at "ir, but a direct computation, using the formula
for B from point (i), shows that #H("ir) is identically zero, so, using [11, lemma 27]
with x = % and y = "ir, D is entire.

Since it is the ft of 1
CH & :r with :r(x) = sign(r) rx>0e"rx, and since this convo-

lution must be proportional to :r outside ["1, 1], it follows that the proportionality
factor must be 0, else the ft would have a pole at "ir. Thus this convolution is
carried by ["1, 1].

Since D(%) is the ft of this convolution, the joint continuity follows from the
same property for H (point (iii) of lemma 20) and :r.

To establish joint analyticity, note that for any point in G\Gg, r += 0, so r"i% += 0.
Given equation (4) for

"H
C in lemma 20, possible poles are at % = 0, % = 2k8i for

k += 0 and % " r = 2k8i also for k += 0. The latter two are far away from G\Gg,
where % and r are real, so remains to prove joint analyticity of

"H
C at % = 0.

#H(%)/C =
1

i%
(%(%,%)((Bi% " 1)v(r" i%) + (1" .)v(r)%(% " r,"%)) + v(r).)

Since B and its coe"cient are clearly analytic, it su"ces to concentrate on
1
i# (%(%,%)((1".)v(r)%(%"r,"%)"v(r" i%))+v(r).), which equals "%(%,%)(1"

6Thm. [11, thm. 2] show this is the condition for m = 0 (autarchy) in the gre.
7Indeed, as the exponential function is entire, the series

!
n

(zt)n

n! converges everywhere, so

by the Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem "H is
#
eztH(t)dt =

!
n

zn

n!

#
tnH(t)dt, i.e., a

power series in z with infinite radius of convergence, z # .
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.)%̃(% " r,"%)v(r) " %(%,%)(1 " .)V " .v(r " i%)%̃(%,%) " .V , with %̃(x, y) =
$(x,y)"1

iy , V = v(r"i#)"v(r)
i# .

So we need that V and %̃(%,%) are JA at % = 0. V = "
$ 1
0 ertt$("i%t)*(dt),

and since the integrand is JE, the integral is so too. And %̃(%,%) is analytic by [11,
lemma 27] except for poles at % = 2k8i, k += 0 (i.e., the poles of %("%, y)). !

Claim 3. {g $ G\Gg | ;D(%) = 0 ,%} is negligible.

Proof. By claim 2.ii, D(%) is the ft of a bounded measure. To show that ;D += 0
it is su"cient to show that the derivative at zero is distinct from zero. Indeed, for
a ft of a positive measure the real part is maximized at % = 0, so the derivative
at zero has zero real part. This conclusion is preserved for sums and di!erences of
any positive measures, and thus for an arbitrary measure.

Then to prove the claim it is su"cient to show that ( d
d#D)(0) is distinct from

zero for all but a negligible set of parameters. Given representation 1 of #H in lemma
20, it is a"ne in . when expressed in terms of *,%, r,. and so ( d

d#D)(0) is so too.
It remains to show then that the coe"cient of . in ( d

d#D)(0) is zero for a neg-

ligible set of (*,%, r). Let A
def
= r

2

v(r)i (
d2

d#d,D)|#=0: since r2/v(r) > 0 on G\Gg, it
su"ces by lemma 21 to show that A is JA and is not identically zero.

Given D is JA on G\Gg by claim 2, ( d
d#D)(0) is so too. Hence it is so for . = 0,

then the JA property of the coe"cient of ., and therefore that of A follows. Using

again representation 1 of #H in lemma 20, A = r2 d
d# (

$(!,#)"0r"!("#)""0"!(#)
i(r"i#) )|#=0.

So A(r,%) = r
$ *

(#(!)"1
!#(!) " t)9r"!(t) " t9"!(t)

+
dt+

$
(9r"!(t) " 9"!(t))dt. It is

not identically zero since, given the identities,
$
9z(t)dt = #(z)"1

z#(z) and
$
t9z(t)dt =

z"2+2#("z)
2z2#("z) , A(1, 0) = e"4

3(e"1) += 0. !

Claim 4. The subset of Gb where Z(g) is not discrete is negligible, in addition, on
G\Gg Z(g) is independent of R.

Proof. Given the representation of B in claim 2.i, D(%) is independent of R. In
view of lemma 21, given ;D is real-analytic for real arguments, this implies that
the set of zeros of ;D(%) is discrete and is independent of R. !

This finishes the proof of step 1. !

Step 2. N is negligible in G.

Proof. Since N0 is negligible, su"ces to prove this for Ñ . Partition Ñ into two
sets: Ñg = Ñ *Gg and its complement, Ñ b.

For Ñg, given the definition of the exceptional set and the previous step, it suf-
fices to verify that for any % in the countable set Z(g) there exists at most one value

of . for which the real part of D is equal to "CR. This is because C = (1"))2R
)

and D = (. + const with ( > 0 by claim 1.
Note Ñ b = Ñ1 : Ñ2, where Ñ1 = {g $ G\Gg | Z(g) is not discrete } and

Ñ2 = {g $ G\Gg | Z(g) is discrete, 3% $ Z(g) : )D(%) = 1
C(r"R)}. By step 1, Ñ1

is negligible. By claim 2.i, 1
C(r"R) =

B
r

*
R

r"R
#(r"!)
#("!) " v(r)

+
, where B is independent

of R, and, recall, B and r += 0. By step 1, )D(%) does not change with R, so there
is at most one value of R that satisfies the equality for every % $ Z(g). Since Z(g)
is discrete, there are at most countably many values of R that satisfy the equality,
so Ñ2 is negligible. !

Step 3. N is closed in G.
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Proof. Given the previous steps, it remains to show that N is closed. Consider a
sequence gn $ N with gn & g0. Choose corresponding %n with #0 (%n, gn) = 1. Since
' #H' is bounded on the sequence gn by lemma 20.iii used with p = 1, and since R"r

is obviously bounded on the sequence, 3K : 1 = '#0(%n, gn)' ( K
)Rn"i#n)

, so %n is
bounded. Thus, extracting a convergent subsequence, one can assume %n & %0.

By lemma 20.iii, the map H : G & L1 is continuous, so, composing with ft : L1 &
C! (see notation in section 2), the composite map #H : G & C! is also continuous;
hence the joint continuity of #H in (%, g). Given R > 0, R " i% += 0, so #0 is also
jointly continuous in (%, g). This implies then #0(%0, g0) = 1, so g0 $ N . !

To complete the proof of the proposition observe that G is a countable union of
compact sets, the intersection of N with each of those is compact and negligible by
the previous steps and its projection onto 7, i.e., the set of exceptional parameters,
is compact. Remains to show this projection is negligible. This is obvious for N*Gg,
since there the projection is basically the identity map. And on the complement, Fu-
bini’s theorem ensures that, outside a negligible set of (R, 4,.,*), the set of excep-
tional values of r is negligible. For fixed (R, 4,.,*), our projection basically maps r
to 2, as in the figures above, and this map is C1, thus preserves negligible sets. !

Remark 13. By example-specific tricks, we reduced the problem to show that negli-
gibility is preserved when going from the equilibrium graph to the parameter space
to the (trivial) 1-dimensional version of a statement that a C1 map from n to n

preserves negligibility (or, more generally, replacing n above by a n-dimensional
manifolds with boundary, the first one being a K,). Such a statement seems easily
provable from Sard’s theorem and the implicit function theorem (and still doesn’t
seem “the right form”: why should e.g. locally Lipschitz not su"ce?); we just didn’t
find the right reference yet.

It is such a statement that would be the right tool to handle the above problem in
general. It is also the one (even its 1-dimensional version) that shows that neglicting
above the di!erence between the equilibrium graph including the y coordinate (as
defined) and the graph without it (as used) is immaterial.

Remark 14. On the other hand, our technique above to prove genericity, relying on
the fact that Zg is independent of one the parameters, seems very specialised, and
would probably need to be replaced by something else for a generalisation.

8.4. Spectra. Figs. 1–8 show some spectra for the economies of [11, figs. 1–4].

9. Speed of convergence

We assume here to deal with generic equilibria, and investigate the speed of
convergence to 0 of the inverse of "F"k , which will later be seen to be also the speed
of convergence of perturbed equilibria back to the original equilibrium.

Next corollary redefines the interval ".

Corollary 10. For z $ let G(z) =
$ 1
"1e

ztH(t)dt, with H from lemma 20.iii, and

S(z) = (R"r)G(z)+r"z
R"z . The set D = {)(z) | S(z) = 0} is closed in and discrete.

Generically 0 /$ D. Let then " be the connected component of 0 in \D if G(R) = 1
and in \(D: {R}) else. Then "F

"k has as inverse in
'

!W
! a convolution operator

g " 1, and
$
eztg(t)dt = 1" 1

S(z) for )(z) $ ".

Proof. Since H has support in ["1, 1], G is entire and |G(z)| ( 'H'1e|/(z)|, so for
)(z) bounded {z | G(z) = z"r

R"r
} must be compact. By analyticity, it is discrete,

hence finite. So its set of real parts, being finite on every bounded set, is closed in
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and discrete. This remains thus true for D, which di!ers from it at most by the
removal of 1 point, R, because of the division by R"z. By prop. 9, generically 0 /$ D.

The rest follows now by applying prop. 1, with f = 0 (= ""
"k ) since "F

"k = 0 " 1

(prop. 7). The convolution 0 (lemma 20.ii) of (R " r)((0 "H) (carried by ["1, 1])
with t+0e"Rt, equals (R " r)(1 " G(R))e"Rt for t / 1, where R " r > 0. So, if
G(R) = 1, 0 itself has support in ["1, 1], and #0 is entire. Thus, in this case, 0 $ L!1
,": J = . Else, 0 $ L!1 i! " < R: J = ]"!, R[. Also h(z) = R"r

R"z (1 "G(z)), by
analytic continuation, since by lemma 20.ii h(i%) is given by this formula, and since
h is analytic by prop. 1 and G entire as seen above. Let finally S(z) = 1"h(z). !

Corollary 11. The convolution operator g"1 is the inverse of "F"k in !(C!, C!).

Proof. By cor. 10, it is the inverse in
'

!W
!. By lemma 1.iii, its operator norm on

L!p,q is ( 'g"1'!, its norm in W!. Thus 'g"1'J ( sup!-J'g"1'!. This is finite

since 'g " 1'! is finite and convex. !

Corollary 12. Let " = ]"","+[. Then |""| and "+ are resp. the speeds of con-
vergence of g to 0 at "! and at +!, in the sense that " = {" | g $ L!1}, except
that the speed at +! may be faster when "+ /$ D : {+!}.

Remark 15. Better would be that g $ L!! for " $ ".

Proof. 5 follows from cor. 10; < from cor. 1 if G(R) = 1 or "+ < R.
Since "+ /$ D:{+!} means G(R) += 1, "+ = R /$ D, remains thus only to prove

< when G(R) += 1, "+ = R $ D. Then, if a contrario g $ LR
1 ,
$
eztg(t)dt would be

continuous on {z | 0 ( )(z) ( R}, by the dominated convergence theorem. G being
continuous, this implies the formula for

$
eztg(t)dt (cor. 10), being valid for )(z) $

[0, R[, holds for )(z) $ [0, R], since no division of 0 by 0 can occur, by G(R) += 1.
In particular,

$
e(R+i#)tg(t)dt = 1 i! % = 0, and, for )(z) $ [0, R], |

$
eztg(t)dt| <

! implies S(z) += 0: D is disjoint from [0, R], contradiction. !

Remark 16. We will see in sect. 11.2 that the same holds true for the speeds of
convergence of perturbed equibria towards the original equilibrium at "! and +!.

10. Putting things together

Here we consider the solutions i,N,B,N1,B1,N2,B2,D, c, k, y, r $ P = L5
!,1 1

C7
! of the equation system in prop. 7, i–x together with F (k,E) = 0, as functions
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of E $ L!,1( 2) (in a neighbourhood of 0) — all spaces understood with their
corresponding families (notation of sect. 7), though one aim of the section is to
obtain a formulation of the results that doesn’t depend on the latter. The other
aim is to formulate the results independently of the fixed-point map used, a.o., to
get correct bounds for each variable for its own sake — i.e., to cover our tracks.

By ‘equation system’ we mean all equations there, but excluding the inequality
Nx / 0 sub v. N, D, B are among the equilibrium variables, welfare depending on
them [9].8 Ni and Bi (i = 1, 2) are added for convenience in the analysis.
We use def. 2; "+ and "" are defined in cor. 12, and the generic set G in prop. 9.

10.1. Using the implicit function theorem.

Lemma 22. Everywhere in G, 3#>0 and an '·'!,1 open ball B s.t., for any bge

!(0), there is for E$B a unique solution !(E)$P with '!k(E)"!k(0)' ( #. Fur-
ther, ,+>0 3 an '·'!,1 open ball B( 5 B s.t., ,bge 3 a compact interval "( 5 "
with max{min{0,""++}, "1

( } and ("+"+)+ in its interior, s.t., on B(:

(i) E %& !(E) is S1
{!'}, and E %& !#(E) is Lipschitz to {!'}(L!,1, P ).

(ii) 3K : ," $ "(, ,p, '!(E1)"!(E2)'!p ( K'E1 " E2'!p
(iii) "F

"k has at (E,!k(E)) an inverse in {!'}(C!, C!). This is Lipschitz in E.

Remark 17. One can shrink "( (and we will) such as to keep the above properties.

Proof. Su"ces to do the proof for a fixed bge, then to replace # and B( by their
minimum over all (finitely many, [11, thm. 3]) bge, then to decrease B( again to fit
the new #. Note that " and thus "( depend on the bge.

By [11, cor. 13], k' > 0 in the bge, so O = {k | inft kt > 0} is open in C! and
contains k'. By prop. 8 F is S1 on O1L!,1, and by cor. 11, "F"k is invertible at the
bge in !(C!, C!) on the generic set G of prop. 9. Thus [10, thm. 1] is applicable
and yields an implicit function !k s.t. i and iii hold. By lemma 18, i,N,Ni,B,Bi,
D, c, y, r are S1 functions of k and E, so by [10, prop. 3] their compositions with !k

are also S1 functions of E: adding them as additional coordinates to ! yields an S1

map as stated, since ii follows by applying [10, prop. 1.iv] to further reduce B(. !

Corollary 13. On B(, !k and !D are uniformly bounded away from 0, and all
C!-components are uniformly bounded.

Proof. Since B is bounded, ii implies (with " = 0, p = !) that the C!-components
are uniformly bounded. !f being uniformly bounded implies by prop. 7.ii and vi
that !k and !D are uniformly bounded away from 0. !

Remark 18. We could as well have viewed our fixed point map ! e.g. as a map
from i to ı̃, rather than from k to k̃; basically everything still goes through in the
same way. But one obtains then a weaker ‘local uniqueness‘ result in lemma 22:
it would then refer to a ## neighbourhood of !i, and that would be in L!,1. The
map i & k is continuous and injective, but the inverse is not at all continuous, so
our present result is definitely sharper (and simpler).

Notation 10.1. "(" = min"(, and "(+ = max"(. In the notation of sect. 4.3,
,(= ,!' , for a kernel µ(x, dt), 'µ'( = 'µ'cc

!' , and for h(x, t), 'h'( = 'h(x, t)dt'(.

8I.e., on any 2 of the 3. One could alternatively replace the 3 by V ([9, lemma 1]), but that might
seem artificial at this stage; and there may be other variables of general interest depending on the 3.
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10.2. Kernel representation of ("F"k )
"1.

Lemma 23. With k the kernel of ""
"k (cor. 8), ,(E,!k(E)), 3 a bounded h(x, t),

equal to a uniformly continuous function of x to C! minus 2 t*xe"R(x"t) yt

kt
, s.t.:

(i) E %& hE is Lipschitz from B( to '·'lc

!' .
(ii) h is the dz-a.e.-unique solution of h(x, z) + k(x, z) =

$
k(x, t)h(t, z)dt (dz-

a.e.) s.t. x %& h(x, z)dz is weak*-continuous and bounded.
The same holds for the equation h(x, z) + k(x, z) =

$
h(x, t)k(t, z)dt.

Both equations hold everywhere, and the second then defines h everywhere.
(iii) h" 1 is the inverse of k" 1 in {!'}(C!, C!), in {!'}(L!,1, L!,1), and in

all (L!p,q, L
!
p,q) and (C!p , C

!
p ) (" $ "().

For µ(x, dz)
def
= h(x, z)dz " (x, ("F"k )

"1= [g %&
$
g(z)µ(dz)].

Proof. iii and ii: The inverse I of "F
"k exists in {!'}(C!, C!) by lemma 22.iii.

By cor. 8, ""
"k (= "F

"k + 1), at (!k(E), E), is described by a bounded kernel k $
!(L!,1, C!), so 'k'lc

!' < !. Thus k is continuous to L1: if xn & x, 'k'( < ! im-
plies the tightness of the corresponding measures, and the boundedness of k allows
to use the bounded convergence theorem on bounded sets; finally, a.e. convergence
is clear from cor. 8. k is also bounded to L1, by 'k'lc

!' < !. Apply now lemma 2.
h being continuous and bounded to L1, and k bounded, G(x, z) =

$
h(x, t)k(t, z)dt

is bounded and continuous (using the continuity properties of k in cor. 8 to get a.e.
convergence). Define now h everywhere by h = "k + G: h(x, t) is bounded, and,
by cor. 8, equals a continuous function minus 2 t*xe"R(x"t) yt

kt
. Finally, the same

argument as above for G can now be used for
$
k(x, t)h(t, z)dt: it too is continuous,

with this specification of h, hence that equation too holds everywhere.
Denoting the continuous and discontinuous parts of k by kc and kd, G(x, z) =$

(kc(x, t) + kd(x, t))h(t, z)dt. Since yt

kt
h(t, z) is bounded, cor. 4 implies the term

with kd is Lipschitz from x to C!. By cor. 8, kc is so too, and being bounded by a
constant times FR(x" t+1), it follows that it is uniformly continuous and bounded
to C1. Thus, h being bounded,

$
kc(x, t)h(t, z)dt is uniformly continuous from x to

C!. Thus so is G itself, and thus also hc = "kc +G.
i: 'µ'( = 1+'h'( and 'µ1"µ2'( = 'h1"h2'(; so by lemma 22.iii and prop. 4

E %& hE is Lipschitz to {!'}(C!, C!). Now the second equation, h = "k + h # k,
can be viewed as an operator equation, where in h # k first k is applied to some
f $ L!,1, next h is applied to the result. Indeed, Fubini applies, since, by
shrinking a bit "(, |h| $ {!'}(C!, C!) by prop. 4 and |k| $ {!'}(L!,1, C!) by
prop. 5. Thus 'h'

{"'}(L!,1,C!) ( [1 + 'h'
{"'}(C!,C!)]'k' {"'}(L!,1,C!), < ! by

cor. 8: h $ {!'}(L!,1, C!). Similarly, going to di!erences in that equation, i.e.,
#h = "#k + #h # (k + #k) + h # #k, yields '#h'

{"'}(L!,1,C!) ( '#k'
{"'}(L!,1,C!) +

'#h'
{"'}(C!,C!)'k + #k'

{"'}(L!,1,C!) + 'h'
{"'}(C!,C!)'#k' {"'}(L!,1,C!). By

cor. 8, we can reduce B( so that E %& kE is Lipschitz from B( to {!'}(L!,1, C!);
then the above inequality, together with E %& hE being Lipschitz to {!'}(C!, C!),
implies that E %& hE is Lipschitz from B( to {!'}(L!,1, C!); use now prop. 5.

h having thus the same properties as k, it follows now that the first equation too
can be given the above operator interpretation; so h" 1 is the (left- and right-) in-
verse of k"1 in (L!,1, L!,1) too — and the same argument applies (going through
Fubini again) in all (L!!,1, L

!
!,1) (" $ "(). Finally, for f $ L!p,q, thus = e"!tgt,

g $ Lp,q, we majorise k by its upper bound: 'k(f)'!p,q = 'e!xk(e"!tgt)'p,q (
'k'lc

!'' e"z

*'(z)
& g'p,q ( 'k'lc

!'' e"z

*'(z)
'1'f'!p,q, by [12, thm. 2]. By shrinking again a bit

"(, ' e"z

*'(z)
'1 < !, and hence k (and thus h too) belong to (L!p,q, L

!
p,q) ," $ "(, ,p, q.

Since k" 1 and h" 1 are inverses on the encompassing space L!!,1, it follows they
are still inverses in all (L!p,q, L

!
p,q), and similarly for the C!p . !
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Remark 19. This shows our results on invertibility are quite sharp: either the
spectrum of k at a bge contains 1, i.e., for some %, ei#t, and hence the 2-dimensional
space of linear combinations of cos(%t) and sin(%t), solves the linearisation of the
fixed point problem — so, "F

"k is not even injective on C!, the basic space for k
—, or there exists a full neighbourhood of 0, both for E and for ", where "F

"k is
invertible, with the same (cf. App. A) inverse h"1, in all the above operator spaces.

10.3. Kernel representations of the derivatives of !.
We first show that the derivatives are mostly given by properly behaving kernels,

and s.t. the statement is independent of the fixed-point map used (on i, on k,. . . ).
Identifying their discontinuous part reduces the numerical problem to that of

computing their continuous parts (chiefly that of lemma 23, the others are just a
matter of integration),9 which are everywhere well-defined, thus turning the prob-
lem into a “well-posed problem” in Hadamard’s sense. Else kernels would just be
maps to equivalence classes of measurable functions: quite unrealistic to compute.

The lemma is tedious, since it has by definition to go through all the variables.

Lemma 24. The derivative of the C!-components of ! w.r.t. E is a kernel oper-
ator, and for the others it is a kernel operator plus:

• for i: x %&
$
#Ex,sds.

• for N or N1: x %&
$
e
!

t
x
rsds#Et,t"xdt.

• for B or B1: x %& 1
Dx

$
e
! t
x
rsds#Et,t"xdt.

The discontinuous parts of those kernels are (N1 and B1 have no continuous part):10

• for k: x"t+0e"R(x"t). (Thus: constant in s.)
• for y and r: the same term, multiplied resp. by 2yx/kx and 2(1"2)yx/k2x.
• for N1:

$!
x

$!
z"xEx+v,ve

! x+v
x

rududv ;r(z;t,s)dz, $ LC1
!,1, with ;rthe kernel of r.

• for B1: the previous term divided by Dx, minus N1,xD
"2
x ;DE (x;t,s), where

;DE denotes the kernel for D. This too belongs to LC1
!,1.

• for c: kcE(x; t, s) (cf. lemma 12.ii).
• for i: 2 yx

kx
x"t+0e"R(x"t) " kcE(x; t, s).

Those kernels compose properly11 with the partial derivatives in lemma 18. Simi-
larly, the kernels of lemmas 13.ii and 23 compose properly to that of !#

k.

Proof. Let µk
E(x) = "µ(x, .) = (x " h(x, ·) (lemma 23). Since !#

k = "("F"k )
"1 "F

"E ,
lemmas 13.i and 23 yield !#

k = #E %& [x #
$$
;E((z; t, s)#Et,sdsdt(µk

E(x))(dz)],
where ;E denotes kkE of lemma 13.ii evaluated at !(E). By lemma 13.iv, Fubini’s
theorem applies to this formula, i.e., with ;kE(x; ·, ·) = ;E(µk

E(x); ·, ·), !
#
k = #E %&

[x #
$
;kE(x; t, s)#Et,sdsdt]. Subscripts E may be ommitted when no ambiguity.

Using the formula for kkE in lemma 12, and denoting its second term (lemma
12.iiid) by S(x; t, s), we get thus, after simplifying a bit the first term, ,µ $ M ,

9Re-expressing equation 2 in lemma 23.ii (which defines h) with the continuous part S

of h gives S(x, z) =
#
S(x, t)k(t, z)dt plus a known continuous function; solve that equation

numerically. The $·$lc!' bound of lemma 23.i should prove very useful for the numerical analysis
of this (e.g., local density of a grid); however to investigate appropriate truncations it seems
“stability” results for the kernels themselves would be needed. That is beyond our scope here.

10Are the continuous parts not uniformly continuous? jointly? Or (mod things like lemma
13.vi), uniformly continuous maps to C1? Similarly, an exact analysis is missing of all (weak)-
compactness or complete continuity-like aspects of the derivatives: only basics are explored.

11I.e., if "X =
!

i Ai"Yi is such an equation, where X and the Yi are equilibrium variables in
some spaces S and Si, and Ai # (Si, S) is represented by a kernel ai at #(E), then, if yi is the
kernel representing #!

Yi
(E) at #(E), ai and yi compose properly as kernels, the composite kernel

applied to any "E # L",1 yields the same as Ai % #!
Yi
(E) (i.e., an appropriate form of Fubini is

applicable), and those composite kernels sum exactly to the kernel specified for #!
X(E).
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;E(µ; t, s) = (F̄R & µ)(t) " S(µ; t, s), with S(µ; t, s)
def
=
$
S(x; t, s)µ(dx) jointly con-

tinuous by lemma 13.vi. Separating both terms is legitimate by lemma 13.v.
The discontinuous part of h in lemma 23 becomes continuous in ;kE , due to the

convolution with F̄R; remains thus as only discontinuous term in ;kE the impact of
the (x term in µk, i.e., FR(x" t).

Lemma 18.i and ii imply now that µy(t) = 2Ak)"1
t µk(t), µr(t) = 1")

kt
µy(t) are

also bounded continuous maps to (M,.(M,C!)), kt being continuous and bounded
away from 0; and, with ;y(x; ·, ·) = ;(µy(x); ·, ·) and ;r(x; ·, ·) = ;(µr(x); ·, ·), that
!#

y = #E %& [x #
$
;y(x; t, s)#Et,sdsdt], !#

r
= #E %& [x #

$
;r(x; t, s)#Et,sdsdt].

We obtain µ and ; for the other variables similarly, using each time lemma 13.iv:
First, D. By lemma 18.iv, µD(x) =

$
kD(x, t)µr(t)dt, with kD(x, t) = (1 " .)$

x*t*s*x+1 exp{
$ s
x [(1".)rv"4]dv}ds. Since r is bounded, kD is Lipschitz except

for a discontinuity at x = t; and is null for t"x /$ [0, 1]. Thus x %& kD(x, t)dt is Lip-
schitz and bounded to L1, so, µrbeing bounded, µD is Lipschitz and bounded to M .

kD also smooths the discontinuity of ;r: µD is L1-valued, thus the joint conti-
nuity by lemma 13.iii.

Consider now N. With H and h from lemma 18.iii, let µN(x) =
$
H(x, t)µr(t)dt+$

h(x, t, µy(t), 0)dt, ;N(x; ·, ·) = ;(µN(x); ·, ·), so !#
N
= #E %& [x #

$
;N(x; t, s)#Et,s

dsdt +
$ 1
0 e

! x+s
x

rudu#Ex+s,sds]. H(x, t) = (1 " 2) x*t

$!
t"x yx+s*se

! x+s
x

rududs +

x*t

$ 1
t"xEx+s,se

!
x+s
x

rududs; the first term is, except for the jump at t = x, jointly
uniformly continuous, and null for t" x /$ [0, 1], hence (uniformly) continuous and
bounded from x to L1(dt), so this gives a continuous term, from N2. The second
generates the discontinuous term from N1 of the statement. And the coe"cient of
µy(t) (from N2) equals (1 " 2)*t"xe

!
t
x
rudu; this too is a bounded continuous map

from x to L1(dt), using [12, thm. 2.iii] for the shift in the * term, so gives a con-

tinuous term too. Note that |H(x, t)| ( C(1 +
$ x+1
x |Ez,z"x|dz) for some constant

C; thus, the domain of ! being bounded, supE'x %& 'µN
E(x)''!,1 < !. Finally,

integration w.r.t. dt smooths out the (x term in µr and µy: µN is L1-valued.
For B, we get now µB(x) = D"1

x µN(x) " Nx

D2
x
µD(x); since D is continuous and

bounded away from 0, and since µD is bounded and 'N'!,1 < ! uniformly in E, we
also have supE'x %& 'µB

E(x)''!,1 < !, and the continuous terms of ;N map to sim-
ilar here. And !#

B
= #E %& [x #

$
;B(x; t, s)#Et,sdsdt+D"1

x

$ 1
0e

! x+s
x

rudu#Ex+s,sds].
Again µB(·) $ LL1

!,1.
As to c, lemma 18.vi yields, with g1(t;x) = t"x-[0,1]e

! x
t
(,rs++)ds and g2(t;x) =

". x*t

$
z*xg1(t; z)Bzdz, µc(t) =

$
g1(t;x)µB(x)dx +

$
g2(t;x)µr(x)dx. For the

first term, Fubini follows from lemma 13.iv, since 'µB(x)' $ L!,1 as just seen,
and |g1(t;x)| ( K t"x-[0,1] — and the first term of µc is norm-bounded. Also
|g2(t;x)| ( K t"x-[0,1], because g1 is so and B $ L!,1; so the second term is
norm-bounded too. In addition, g1 and g2 are jointly continuous on t " x $ [0, 1];
this implies then, via the norm bound on µB(·), that t %& µc(t) is norm-continuous:
µc is a bounded continuous map to M . Finally, the formula for !#

B
yields now

!#
c = #E %& [x #

$
;c(x; t, s)#Et,sdsdt +

$
g1(x; z)D"1

z

$ 1
0e

!
z+s
z

rudu#Ez+s,sdsdz]; af-
ter using Fubini, reshu#ing of terms and using lemma 12.i shows that the last term
equals

$
kcE(x; t, s)#Et,sdsdt (cf. lemma 12.ii), as it should. So, !#

c = #E %& [x #$ *
;c(x; t, s) + kcE(x; t, s)

+
#Et,sdsdt].

The first term of µc is L1-valued because µB is so, and the second because in-
tegration w.r.t. dt smooths out the (x term in µr; thus µc is norm-continuous to
L1. Norm-convergence implies that positive and negative parts do so too; thus by
lemma 13.iii ;c is jointly continuous: the discontinuous part is kcE(x; t, s).

So µi = µy"µc, and !#
i(#E)(x) =

$*
;i(x; t, s)"kcE(x; t, s)

+
#Et,sdsdt+

$
#Ex,sds.
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Remains only to show that the kernels of i and k compose properly in lemma
18.ix. Fubini follows as before for the ;i term in !#

i, and by direct verification
for FR & kcE(·; t, s); this and the last term of !#

i become now kkE , i.e., the (x term
in µk (lemma 23.iii), as it should. Above, we basically applied ""

"k and ""
"E to µk;

the second gave us the above term (x, so what remains is the application of k to
µk = (x " h; by the first equation in lemma 23.ii this yields the "h term of µk. !

10.4. Corollaries for the kernels of !#.

Definition 8. 'k'#J
def
= 'sups,t ,J(x" t)|k(x; t, s)|'!,1.

Up to adjustments of J , '·'#J is clearly stronger than '·'ll

J .

Proposition 10. For the kernels kE(x; t, s) of !# lemma 22 stays valid when re-
placing the S1

!' clause in point i by E %& kE being Lipschitz from '·'!,1 to '·'#!'

for the N1 and B1 components, and to '·'lc

!' for the others.

Proof. For the C!-components (including N2 and B2, cf. lemma 18), use lemma 24
and prop. 5. The result for i follows too, its kernel being that of y " c (lemma 24).

To prove that E %& ;N1
E is Lipschitz to '·'#J , note first that, with Ax,t =$ 1

tEx+s,se
!

x+s
x

rududs, ;N1
E (x; t, s) =

$!
x Ax,z"x;rE(z; t, s)dz, by lemma 24. A is con-

tinuous in t, and null for t / 1. We will use the fact that a continuous bilinear
form is Lipschitz on bounded sets. Using on A the norm 'supt+0|Ax,t|'!,1, we first
claim that E %& A is Lipschitz. Indeed, r (with the uniform topology) is Lipschitz
in E, by lemma 22.ii (with " = 0, p = !); thus, (r being bounded and 0 ( s ( 1)
so is e

!
x+s
x

rudu, and hence A. And, as already shown, E %& ;r is Lipschitz, using
'·'lc

J for ;r. Remains thus only to show that (A,;r) %& ;N1 is continuous: Ix
def
=

sups,t ,J(x " t)|;N1(x; t, s)| ( sups,t ,J(x " t)
$ x+1
x |Ax,z"x||;(z; t, s)|dz. Since z "

x $ [0, 1], ,J (x" t) ( K,J(z" t) for some K, so Ix ( K sups,t
$ x+1
x |Ax,z"x|,J(z"

t)|;(z; t, s)|dz, ( K';'lc

J

$ x+1
x |Ax,z"x|dz, ( K supt+0|Ax,t|';'lc

J , hence the result
by taking the '·'!,1 norm on both sides.

And for !#
B1

, its kernel part equals, by lemma 24, D"1
x times the kernel of !#

N1
,

minus N1,xD
"2
x !#

D
. The multiplicative coe"cients, say r, are Lipschitz, for the first

term, to C! — since ! is Lipschitz, and D %& D"1 is so because Dx is uniformly
bounded away from 0 —, and for the second, to L!,1, since in addition the product
from L!,11C! to L!,1 is continuous (lemma 4), hence Lipschitz on bounded sets.

For the first term, 'fX'# ( 'f'!'X'# yields then continuity of the product
fX ; and, for the second, use instead 'fX'# ( 'f'!,1'X'lc. !

Remark 20. The same Lipschitz property holds for any term of those kernels ob-
tained by using only one of the partials in some of the di!erentials (from lemma 12,
lemma 18, cor. 8; even lemma 23.iii) composing them. Indeed the proof uses only
that those di!erentials are Lipschitz to '·'#!' , which is inherited by any partial.

We use this now to express the whole dependence on s via a single kernel kN.

Corollary 14. Allow here kernels that contain point masses, i.e., are maps to M .
Define the kernel kN(x; t, s) = ("s(x"t)e

!
t
x
rudu. Then !# is represented (as a vector

equation) by a kernel of the form a(x, t) +
$
b(x, z)kN(z; t, s)dz, where each term’s

non-singular part has the Lipschitz property of prop. 10. Singular parts of a(x, t)
and b(x, t) exist only for ai, bN, bN1, bB and bB1, and are proportional to (0(x" t).

Proof. Apply rem. 20, regrouping in the a term all terms that terminate with "i
"E ,

so the other term summarises those terminating with "N
"E .

According to lemma 24 (non-kernel parts), this yields the kN specified, and also,
a(x, ·) has a singular part ((x(·)) only for the i coordinate, and b(x, ·) only for the
N, N1, B and B1 coordinates, again proportional to (x. !
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Expliciting this proof yields the formulas for (a, b):

Corollary 15. For short, let d = (a, b), and denote the composition of 2 kernels
by k1 # k2, i.e., (k1 # k2)(x, t) =

$
k1(x, z)k2(z, t)dz. Identify also a function f of

one variable, when occuring (as a multiplication operator) before or after a compo-
sition operator #, with the kernel f(x)(0(x"t), so k # f and f # k have the intended
meaning, and ’1’ is indeed the identity. Let a0(x, t) = FR(x"t) and b0 = "a0 # k
with k(x, t) = e

!
t

x
rsdsHx(t) (H from lemma 12). Then: (i) dk = (1"h) # (a0, b0)

(with h from lemma 23); (ii) dy = f1 # dk with f1(x) = )yx

kx
; (iii) df = f2 # dy

with f2(x) = 1")
kx

; (iv) dD = z # df with z(x, t) = (1".)6(x, t) [0,1](t"x) (6 from
lemma 18.iv); (v) dN1 = H1 # df + (0, 1) with H1 from lemma 18.iii; (vi) dN2 =
H2 # df + , # dy with H2 from lemma 18.iii and ,(x, t) = *t"xe

!
t

x
rsds; (vii) dN =

dN1+(1"2)dN2 ; (viii) using N0 for N and B0 for B, dBi = D"1#dNi"(NiD
"2)#dD;

(ix) dc = G1 # dB " G2 # df with G1(x, t) = [0,1](x"t)e
!

t
x
(++,rs)ds, G2(x, t) =

. +(x"t)
$

+(t"s)G1(x, s)ds; and (x) di = (1, 0) + dy " dc.

Proof. By lemma 12.ii, kcE = k # kN, so by lemma 12.iii, kkE = a0 + b0 # kN. The
formula for dk follows then straight from lemma 23 and !#

k = "("F"k )
"1 "F

"E (e.g.,
beginning of proof of lemma 24). The other items follow then by lemma 18. !

Note below: since 1
*'

$ L1,!, convolution with it $ (L!,1, C!) by [12,
thm. 1.xiii].

As in [10, prop. 1.i], prop. 10 gives a sharp meaning to di!erentiability:

Corollary 16. Assume a map ! is Gâteaux di!erentiable from an open set in
L!,1 to C!, with !#

E described by a kernel kE satisfying the Lipschitz condi-
tion in prop. 10. Then ! is di!erentiable in the strong sense that, 3L $ : ,x,
|!E+-E(x)"!E(x) " (!#

E(#E))x| ( L'#E'!,1

(
1
*'
&
$
|#E(·, s)|ds

)
(x).

Proof. For gz = !x
E+z-E "!x

E " z
$$

kE(x; t, s)#Et,sdsdt, g#z =
$$

[kE+z-E(x; t, s)"
kE(x; t, s)]#Et,sdsdt. Then |g#z " g#0| (

$$
|kE+z-E(x; t, s) " kE(x; t, s)||#Et,s|dsdt.

By prop. 5, 3L s.t. ,x, |kE+-E(x; t, s) " kE(x; t, s)| ( L'#E'!,1
1

*'(x"t) a.e. Thus
|g#z| ( Lz'#E'!,1

(
1
*'
&
$
|#E(·, s)|ds

)
(x). Integrate now over z $ [0, 1]. !

Corollary 17. The conclusions of cor. 16 hold for the C!-components of! and!i.

Remark 21. By taking the '·'!p,! norm on both sides and using [12, prop. 2] (with
lemma 1), this implies in particular the full force of what [10, prop. 1.i] would yield
in this case.

Proof. By lemma 24, the C!-components of !# are the ones described by a kernel.
And for i, the kernel is that of y " c and the non-kernel part is constant in E. !

Corollary 18. Let K = supB'
'kE'lc

!' . Assume Ei $ B( and #E = E1 "E2. Then,
,x, for the C!-components of !, |!E1(x) " !E2(x)| ( K

(
1
*'
&
$
|#E(·, s)|ds

)
(x),

and for the i coordinate, |!E1(x)"!E2(x)"
$
#Ex,sds| ( K

(
1
*'
&
$
|#E(·, s)|ds

)
(x).

Remark 22. For the C!-components, by taking the '·'!p,! norm on both sides and
using [12, prop. 2] (with lemma 1), this implies in particular the full force of what
lemma 22.ii would yield in this case. For !i, the same follows by moving first$
#Ex,sds to the right hand side, then taking '·'!p,1 norms, and using lemma 1.iii.

Proof. Replace kE by its upper bound and #E by |#E| in the derivative, and inte-
grate on the segment joining E1 and E2. !

Corollary 19. The N1 and B1 coordinates of ! are di!erentiable in the strong
sense that 3L $ : ,x, |!E+-E(x)"!E(x)"(!#

E(#E))x| ( L
(
'#E'!,1

$
|Ex+s,s|ds+$

|#Ex+s,s|ds
)(

1
*'
&
$
|#E(·, s)|ds

)
(x).
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Remark 23. By taking the '·'!p,1 norm on both sides this implies in particular the
full force of what [10, prop. 1.i] would yield in those cases.

Proof. For !N1, by prop. 7.iii and lemma 18.iii, the di!erence in the left hand side

equals
$
e
!

x+s
x

r
E
t dt
(
e
!

x+s
x

[rE+(E
t "r

E
t ]dt " 1

)
[Ex+s,s + #Ex+s,s]ds " kN1(#E)(x). For

the term of the integral containing #Ex+s,s, use cor. 18 to bound |rE+-E
t " rEt | by

K
(

1
*'
&
$
|#E(·, s)|ds

)
(t); then, r being bounded, the whole coe"cient of #Ex+s,s

is bounded by K #
$ x+1
x

(
1
*'
&
$
|#E(·, s)|ds

)
(t)dt; since the values of 1

*'
in [x, x + 1]

are bounded by a constant times the value at x, this is still bounded by K ##
(

1
*'
&$

|#E(·, s)|ds
)
(x), yielding the term

$
|#Ex+s,s|ds in our right hand side.

The remaining terms evaluate, by the formula for kN1 in lemma 24, to
$
Ex+s,s

e
!

x+s
x

r
E
u du
(
e
!

x+s
x

[rE+(E
u "r

E
u ]du " 1 "

$
0*u*s;

r(x + u; t, v)#Et,vdt dv du
)
ds. r being

bounded, the factor e
!

x+s
x

r
E
u du can be majorised by a constant, and the non-

linear terms in the expansion of the exponential (of
$ x+s
x [rE+-E

u " rEu ]du) can

be majorised by K(
$ x+s
x [rE+-E

u " rEu ]du)
2, hence the corresponding term is (

K
$
|Ex+s,s|ds

$ x+1
x (rE+-E

u "rEu )
2du, so, by cor. 18, and arguments about 1

* already

used, ( K #
$
|Ex+s,s|ds

(
1
*'
&
$
|#E(·, s)|ds

)2
(x). This is OK since 1

*'
&
$
|#E(·, s)|ds

is bounded by '#E'!,1 up to a constant ([12, prop. 2]). Linearising thus that ex-

ponential, the bracket becomes
$ x+s
x [rE+-E

u " rEu "
$
;r(u; t, v)#Et,vdt dv]du. By

cor. 18, the inner bracket is bounded by K'#E'!,1

(
1
*'
&
$
|#E(·, s)|ds

)
(u), so, by

arguments about 1
* already used, the integral too. This gives the other term in the

upper bound.
For !B1, let X = D"1. Since D is uniformly bounded and bounded away

from 0 on B(, X is also a “C!-component of !” (lemma 11). Then B1 = XN1,
so !B1

E+-E " !B1
E " !#

E
B1 = !X

E+-E [!
N1
E+-E " !N1

E " !#
E
N1(#E)] + !N1

E [!X
E+-E "

!X
E " !#

E
X(#E)] + !#

E
N1(#E)[!X

E+-E " !X
E ]. X being uniformly bounded on B(,

the first term satisfies our bound, the statement being already proved for N1.
For the second, r being uniformly bounded, |N1| ( K

$
|Ex,x+s|ds, so apply-

ing cor. 17 to the bracket shows that this term too satisfies the bound. For the
last term, majorise first the bracket using cor. 18; remains thus to show that
|!#

E
N1(#E)(x)| ( K

(
'#E'!,1

$
|Ex+s,s|ds +

$
|#Ex+s,s|ds

)
. By lemma 24, r being

uniformly bounded, this follows immediately for the non-kernel part, and the kernel
part is majorised by

$!
x

$!
z"x|Ex+v,v|dv |;r(z;t,s)||#Et,s|dt ds dz, which is, majorising

|;r| by its bound from prop. 10, ( K
$
|Ex+s,s|ds

$ x+1
x

1
*'(z"t) |#Et,s|dt ds dz. Here

the second integral is, by arguments about 1
* already used, ( K[ 1

*'
&
$
|#E(·, s|ds](x),

( K #'#E'!,1 by [12, prop. 2] (with p = !, q = 1), hence the result. !

Corollary 20. 3K s.t., for the N1 and B1 coordinates of !, and E,E# $ B(, #E =
E"E#, ,x : |!E(x)"!E#(x)| ( K

.$
|#Ex+s,s|ds+

(
1
*'
&
$
|#E(·, s)|ds

)
(x)
$
|Ex+s,s|ds

/
.

Remark 24. Taking the '·'!p,1 norm on both sides, this implies in particular the full
force of what lemma 22.ii would yield in this case: obviously so for the first term on
the right hand side, and for the other, use first lemma 1.v (with "2 = 0, p2 = !,
q2 = 1), then, for ' 1

*'
&
$
|#E(·, s)|ds'!p,!, use [12, prop. 2] (with q = 1, and lemma

1).

Proof. The right hand member in cor. 19 is bounded by an expression of this sort.
To show that |(!#

E
N1(#E))x| is so too, the non-kernel part in lemma 24 yields then

the first term, and the kernel part the second, when taking absolute values un-
der the integrals and replacing |;r| there by its upper bound from prop. 10. The
same argument applies for B1, D"1 being bounded, except for the additional term
N1,xD

"2
x ;DE (x; t, s) in the kernel. Bounding as before N1,x by K

$
|Ex+s,s|ds and

;DE as usually using prop. 10, one obtains again the right inequality. !
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Corollary 21. The results of cor. 19 and 20 hold also for N and B, when replacing$
|Ex+s,s|ds by (1 +

$
|Ex+s,s|ds).

Remark 25. The analog of rem. 23 and 24 holds here too.

Proof. Use cor. 17 and 18 for N2 and B2. !

Remark 26. One can now forget lemma 22.ii (and its antecedent in [10, prop. 1.iv]?).
But not delete them: still used in the proof of prop. 10.

10.5. The weak topologies.

Lemma 25. Closed balls B in L!,1 are “"-closed”: for f) $ B, f)"f)0 & g
.(L!!,1,L

"!
1,!) implies f) & g+f)0 in (B,.(L!,1,L1,!)). ! is sequentially contin-

uous on (B,.(L!,1,L1,!)) — for the C!-components, to the topology of uniform
convergence on compact sets, and for the others, to .(L!,1,L1,!).

Proof. "-closedness follows from B = {f | 'h'! ( 1 - 6f, h [x"1,x]8 ( RB ,x}.
For the sequential continuity, let En & E! in (B,.(L!,1, L1,!)). By cor. 13,

the C!-components of !(En) are uniformly bounded; extract a .(L!, L1)-conver-
gent subsequence. Then since i = E + y " c, in & i! .(L!,1, L1,!). So, since
clearly s*teRs $ L1,!, kn & k! pointwise by prop. 7.x. By the local uniform
integrability of the in, the variation of the kn over short intervals tends locally
uniformly to 0; in particular, the kn are equicontinuous, hence kn & k! uniformly
on compact sets. The same holds thus by prop. 7.i and ii also for yn & y! and
fn & f!, since k is uniformly bounded away from 0 (cor. 13). The same holds then
for c too, going through the successive points of prop. 7 (N, N1, B and B1 converge
.(L!,1, L1,!), the others uniformly on compact sets): either use an argument like
for k, or that a weakly convergent sequence in L1 converges uniformly on Mackey-
compact subsets of L!. Finally, the above also shows that the limit variables
E!, i!, k!, y! . . . solve the equation system in prop. 7. Thus, by the uniqueness
part in lemma 22, (i!, k!, y!, . . . ) = !(E!). Hence the limit is independent of
the chosen subsequence, so the convergence holds for the original sequence. !

Finally we obtain a “weak” analogue of lemma 22.ii. Observe that, even with
" = 0 and at E = 0, next result cannot extend to Lp,1 instead of L1: shifting #E
yields then a sequence converging weakly to 0, while the corresponding equilibria
are also obtained by shifting, hence cannot converge to 0 in Cp.

Proposition 11. For " $ "(, and E,E+#E $ B(, #E %& !(E+#E) " !(E) is
sequentially continuous from (L!1 ,.(L

!
1 , L

"!
! )) to C!1 for the C!-components of !,

and to itself for the others.

Proof. B( is weakly closed in L!1 by lemma 25. For the C!-components, cor. 18
implies, by the “"-transposition” of [12, cor. 5] by lemma 1, that, with E2 =
E, E1 = E + #E, and #E in a weakly compact set in L!1 , the |!(E+#E) "
!(E)| are majorised by a compact family in C!1 . Conclude by lemmas [12, 1]
and 25. The result for i follows straight. Remain thus N1 and B1. By lemma
25, they converge .(L!,1, L1,!). Su"ces thus to show they are tight in L!1 ([12,
def. 2)], and, the sequence being locally weakly-convergent, boundedness will follow
from tightness proper, i.e., limN.! supn

$
|x|>N e!x|N1,E+-En(x)"N1,E(x)|dx = 0

(the argument for B1 is the same). By cor. 20, this is bounded by the sum of
limN.! supn

$
|x|>N

$
|e!(x+s)#En(x+s, s)|ds dx, which does converge to 0 (weak

compactness of the e!t#En(t,s)), and of limN.!supn
$
|x|>N

(
()!(

1
*'
))&
$
|)!(#En)(·,s)|ds

)
(x)
$
|Ex+s,s|ds dx.

By [12, cor. 5], the convolutions form a convergent sequence in C1, in particular,
(1,!)-tight ([12, def. 2)]), hence the result by [12, thm. 1.xiv], since E $ L!,1. !
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10.6. Constant Policies.

Corollary 22. In lemma 22, ! and its domain and range, as metric spaces, are
shift-invariant: h #! = ! # h ( — time — being the underlying group for h).

Proof. The normed spaces Lp,q and Cp are shift-invariant ([12, thm. 1.i]); this proves
the assertion concering the domain B( and the range {x | 'xk " !k(0)' ( #}.
Observe the equation system is shift-invariant too; it follows that h(!(E)) is a
solution of the equation system where E is replaced by h(E). But by the shift-
invariance of the metric on the image space, and since !(0) is shift-invariant (a
bge), ' h(!k(E)) " !k(0)' = '!k(E) " !k(0)', ( #. Thus, by the uniqueness
property, h(!(E)) = !( h(E)). !

Remark 27. It is thus trivial how to evaluate the e!ect of constant policies, since
they lead again to balanced-growth solutions. At the gre things simplify much
more: aggregate E is simply added to aggregate consumption, multiplying individ-
ual consumption paths by some fixed factor, and no other variables are a!ected, ex-
cept for the ‘quantity of money’ m [11, sect. 6], where the e!ect depends on the dis-
tribution of E. In particular, pure transfers (

$
Esds = 0) have no e!ect except on m.

Corollary 23. At “constant policies” [13], Et,s = Es in B(, the kernels of !# are
convolution operators, i.e., k(x; t, s) = f(x" t, s), with supx,s ,((x)|f(x, s)| < !.

Proof. By cor. 22, !(E) is then shift-invariant too, thus its derivatives must be so
as well, hence the first point. The second follows then by prop. 10. !

Now we consider the full derivatives, not only the kernel parts, getting convolu-
tion operators in W . Those operators all have the same dependency on s.

Proposition 12. At constant policies, define % as the convolution operator corre-
sponding to !#. Then %(·, s) = a(·)+b(·)&

*
ers("s(·)

+
, with coordinates of a, b $ W .

The non-singular parts of those coordinates satisfy the bound of cor. 23.

Proof. Since by cor. 22 ! is then stationary (a ’bge’), multiplication operators in
cor. 15 become multiplication by constants, and by cor. 23, the kernels become there
functions of one variable, with convolution as composition. The rest of the result
follows then from cor. 14 and 23. !

Part 3. Results

11. Local equilibrium selections

11.1. From solutions to equilibria. We first summarise our previous results
about solutions, keeping the notation of sect. 10.

Theorem 1. Everywhere in G, 3#>0 and an '·'!,1 open ball B s.t., for any bge

!(0), there is ,E$B a unique solution !(E)$P with '!k(E)"!k(0)' ( #, and
s.t.! is Fréchet-C1 on B, with derivatives described by kernels as in lemma 24.
! is bounded and sequentially continuous on (B,.(L!,1,L1,!)) — to the Mackey

topology 0(C!,M) for the C!-components, and to .(L!,1,L1,!) for the others.
Further, ,+>0 3 an '·'!,1 open ball B( 5 B s.t., ,bge 3 a compact interval

"( 5 " with max{min{0,""++}, "1
( } and ("+"+)+ in its interior, s.t., on B(:

(i) E %& !#(E) is Lipschitz as in prop. 10.
(ii) ! is approximated by its derivative in the strong sense of cor. 17, 19, 21.
(iii) 3K : ," $ "(, ,p, '!(E1)"!(E2)'!p ( K'E1 " E2'!p .

The sharper pointwise bounds of cor. 18, 20, 21 hold too.
(iv) For " $ "(, #E %& !(E+#E) " !(E) is sequentially continuous from

(L!1 ,.(L
!
1 , L

"!
! )) to C!1 for the C!-components, and to itself for the others.
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Remark 28. While points i–ii express the regularity aspect (i.e., C1) in a sharper
way, points iii–iv express a very strong form of stability, or “no hysteresis”: that the
e!ects of a perturbation decay exponentially at rates "+ and "" at +! and "!.

But, as shown in sect. 10, it is point i which is the basic one, since point ii follows
from it (except for N1 and B1, where a separate argument was needed), and points
iii and iv follow from ii: regularity and stability are a single theorem!

Remark 29. In the language of dynamic systems, the expression of !# by kernels
k(x; t, s) is equivalent to the full system of impulse-responses for all possible (small)
impulses: k(x; t, s), as a function of x, is the response to an impulse at (t, s).

Proof. This merely restates the results of sect. 10, shrinking B to some B( to deduce
boundedness from cor. 13 (for 0(C!,M), bounded sets are norm-bounded, and a
sequence converges i! it is bounded and converges uniformly on compact sets). !

Remark 30. In '·'! in next theorem we really pay the price for not having described
all equilibria of the general model in [11], but basically only the unconstrained ones.

Theorem 2. 3#1 > 0 such that, ,bge, !N is uniformly bounded away from 0 on
{E $ B | ess supx

$
E"

x+s,sds ( #1}.
# can be chosen in thm. 1 and 3#0 > 0, s.t., on the set where '

$
E ·,sds'! ( #0 and

ess supx
$
E"

x+s,sds ( #1, ,bge, !(E) is the unique equilibrium of the E-perturbed
economy s.t. '!k(E)"!k(0)' ( # and '!c(E)"!c(0)' ( #.

Proof. By prop. 7.iii–v, for su"ciently small #1, Nx / +, since !r is bounded and
!k, thus !y, bounded away from 0.

To show that !(E) is an equilibrium, we need, by prop. 7, that N / 0, and that,
if not in the basic model, 0 < it < yt a.e., since inf kt > 0 by cor. 13.
! is continuous by thm. 1, so the theorem remains true for any smaller #, by

adjusting B. By taking # su"ciently small !y(E)"!y(0) and !c(E)"!c(0) will
be uniformly small, hence it = yt +

$
Et,sds " ct implies that i " i' will be uni-

formly arbitrarily small if '
$
E ·,sds'! ( #0 for su"ciently small #0; in particular,

0 < it < yt will hold: !(E) is an equilibrium.
Remains the uniqueness part. Since the equality it = yt+

$
Et,xds" ct holds for

any equilibrium, the same argument as above shows that, for # and #0 su"ciently
small the inequality 0 < it < yt will hold; prop. 7 implies then that the whole equa-
tion system must hold, so the equilibrium must be !(E), by the uniqueness state-
ment in thm. 1. And for the basic model, the result follows from kt > 0 (cor. 13). !

Remark 31. The usual (strong) definition of a function being Ck on a set is that the
function has a Ck extension to some open set containing the given set. Using this
is the only way to distinguish the adequate topologies (for describing continuity,
derivatives, etc.) from the region where the implicit function exists. Our results
are exactly of this sort, the ‘solutions’ of thm. 1 being the required extension.

This approach does use the fact that demand extends naturally and smoothly
for M < 0. Nothing is specific to this example there: we mentioned in [13] that ho-
mogeneity of utility w.r.t. to consumption goods was essential for balanced growth,
and this seems indeed a pure implication of homogeneity. E.g., if labour does not
enter the utility function, as here, homogeneity implies directly that demand is
positively homogeneous of degree 1 in M . The extension used is the obvious one,
making demand homogeneous of degree 1 in M : we did not use any accidental
feature there of our specification of the model.

Remark 32. Conditions for regularity of the bge’s w.r.t. variations in the param-
eters are trivial: it su"ces that when restricting all functions in ! in prop. 7 to be
constants, at each bge dk̃

dk += 1, i.e., equivalently #0 (0) += 1. In particular, on the
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generic set G, regularity w.r.t. variations in the parameters also holds. More inter-
esting would be time-varying fluctuations in the parameters; those should require G.

Corollary 24. On the set of E’s described in thm. 2, the k, y, r,D,N2 and B2

components of ! have values in a 0(C!,M) compact set. If the ess sup condition
were strengthened to ess supx

$
|Ex+s,s|ds ( #0, the whole map ! in the second

paragraph of thm. 1 would become compact-valued on this domain.

Proof. As seen above, in that case the !i are bounded in L!, so, with the weak*-
topology, they live in a compact metric space. On that space, first k, then y, r, then
the others are, as in the proof of lemma 25, continuous functions of i. If further
the

$
|Ex+s,s|ds are bounded in L!, this implies as seen above that the N1,x are

so, and one can then do a similar argument for the remaining components using in
addition the relative compactness of the N1,x. !

Remark 33. The second case in the corollary suggests to reinterpret Ex+s,sds as a
measure µx(ds) on [0, 1] (or a single measure on 1 [0, 1]), with the weak topology

of the dual of LC([0,1])
1 ( ). The second constraint indentifies a ball in this space,

compact and metrisable in this duality; and the first constraint defines then a closed
subset, inducing the .(L!, L1) topology on the

$
E ·,sds. The equilibrium equa-

tions obviously still make sense with such endowments, since they imply prices are
even C1, and this would make ! a continuous function on a compact metric space.

11.2. Speed of convergence.
Just for p = !, since "( can be taken as a compact interval approximating

" as close as desired from inside (so with 0 interior), the theorem implies a very
strong form of stability, towards both "! and +!, “at any exponential rate in "”.
Figs. 9–16 illustrate, for the economies of [11, figs. 1–4], the rates of convergence ""
(below the x-axis) and "+ (above the x-axis) as a function of 2 for the GRE and
of )Y

I (= 1" r

R ) for the other BGE.
2L and 2H in the captions of fig. 12 and 14 refer to the low and high segments

of the BGE curve in [11, fig. 2].
We know from claim 2.ii (cf. also its proof if desired) that z = r is always a root

for BGE; it is the straight line passing through (0, R) and (1, 0), and segments of
it are visible e.g. in fig. 12 and 16. Another segment of it is "" after the critical
point in fig. 14, which does’t appear since being < "60 it would fall far o! the page.
Same for the whole of "" in fig. 10.

Critical points correspond to the intersections with the x-axis. All but one of
them are “trivial”, in the sense that they correspond to real roots, which one knew
must be there just by looking at the graphs of figs. [11, 1–4]: the local minima and
maxima of the bge curves in those graphs, and the intersection with the gre line,
as well as 2 = 1. The one exception is the critical point in fig. 14 (x = 6.768475,
z = ±8.07776i). We would have liked to see such a point also in the gre graphs. . .

12. Conclusions

12.1. Further research.

(i) Extend to di!erentiability also w.r.t. parameters to make the statement
obviously comparable to Debreu’s classical regularity paper.

(ii) To bring the result closer to the original policy interpretation of [13], and
to get a template for plausibly realistic policy usage, allow for an arbitrary
“constant policy” (loc. cit.), e.g., a pure transfer policy (null aggregate
endowment perturbation), together with a corresponding bge, as status-
quo (instead of only the null endowment).
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(iii) In this same policy vein, when allowing as suggested above for variations
in the parameters, allow those variations too to be time-dependent, like
“policies”, to simulate classical types of shocks.

(iv) In the vein of item i, there is one obvious omission in the list: is it true
or not, generically, that all equilibria of the model are balanced growth
equilibria?12 Else, what is their structure?

(v) Similarly, all issues of generalisation will be ignored (though we think
they should be feasible); our purpose here is just to provide a (hopefully
su"ciently modular) template theorem. with template concepts and tools.

(vi) For the same reason, issues of reconciling our result with the traditional
claims of indeterminacy for such models fall beyond the scope of this paper.

Appendix A. Discontinuity, in terms of ", of the inversion

To see better the nature of the di"culty, why we obtain speeds of convergence
only for " $ ", and not ," ( R, consider the kernels *)(x) = sign(2) )x>0e")x for
2 += 0. They are a simplified version of 0 , with its main qualitative features. We get
#*) = y %& 1

)"iy , hence #*)" #*1+(2"<)#*) #*1 = 0, so *)"*1+(2"<)*)&*1 = 0,
and thus, with f = A*), denoting by g0 the solution in L1 of the convolution equa-
tion f + g = f & g (i.e., " g0 is the inverse in the Wiener algebra of " f ,
denoting the identity): g0 = "A*)"A for A += 2.

Observe that )!(*)) $ L1 — i.e., *) $ L!1 — i! 2(2 " ") > 0, and then
)!(*)) = *)"! and if 2(2" ") ( 0 then )!(*")) = *)"!. Thus, by the inversion
formula applied to f = A*! $ L!1 , for such " the solution in L!1 of our convolution
equation equals g0 if (A"2)(A"2+") > 0, and for (A"2)(A"2+") < 0 equals
g' = "A*A"), so g0 " g' = A sign(A"2)e(A"))x. In particular for each " at most
1 of g0 and g' belongs to L!1 , since an exponential belongs to no such space. Note
there exists " such that f and g' $ L!1 (i.e., 2(2"") > 0 and (A"2)(A"2+") < 0)
i! 2A > 0 and A += 2. Assume this henceforth.

We have thus 2 solutions g0 and g' of our convolution equation, so the di!erence,
hence e(A"))x, belongs to Ker( " f) in L)"A

! . And " f is trivially invertible
on L!1 * L! if the inverse on L!1 equals g0, i.e., for (A " 2)(A " 2 + ") > 0. Else,
if (A " 2)(A " 2 + ") ( 0, note that e(A"))x is a continuous linear functional on
L!1 * L!, and denote by K its kernel: K = {h $ L!1 * L! |

$
h(x)e(A"))xdx = 0}.

Clearly K is the set where g0 and g' coincide, hence the inverses of " f , " g0
on L! and " g' on L!1 , coincide on h $ L!1 * L! i! h $ K; thus the image of
L!1 *L! by "f equals K. And for h /$ K, ( "g0)(h) /$ L!1 and ( "g')(h) /$ L!.

Appendix B. A cookbook description

The calculus developed here is basically quite general. Assuming the equilibrium
conditions can be written as the set of zeros of a map F : Ln

! & Ln
!, the derivative

of this map will be given by kernels — if minimally reasonable, cf. e.g. prop. 3 —
, and those will, at a BGE, have to be convolution operators by time-invariance
(cf. e.g. cor. 23).

The spectrum of such an n by n matrix of convolution operators (i.e., elements
of the Wiener algebra) should then be the union over all % of the spectrum of the
corresponding matrix of Fourier transforms at %, plus their (singleton) limit at !,
so the condition for invertibility becomes simply that the determinant of this ma-
trix vanishes for no %, ! included. A statement in this direction seems available

12We cannot exclude that the presence of capital accumulation here might turn the results of
[3] into finiteness of equilibria, cf. e.g., rem. 19 in [11]. On the other hand, this presence makes the
system much more non-linear, adding the 2 non-linear equations (i) and (ii) in prop. 7—cf. rem. 12.
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as theorem 2 in [1] — however we still need to find a convenient reference or proof
for the full statement.

The inverse matrix of convolution operators has then as Fourier transform the
pointwise inverse of the above matrix of Fourier transforms, so all derivatives of
equilibrium quantities w.r.t. variations in parameters can be obtained numerically
applying a Fast Fourier Transform to this pointwise inverse. And for derivatives of
welfare, this FFT is not even needed; they are obtained explicitly, staying in the
realm of Fourier-Laplace transforms, welfare being the Laplace transform of the
stream of individual lifetime utilities.

One obains then finally also as here the speeds at "! and at +! of convergence
back to the original equilibrium (i.e., the interval ").
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